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Addicted to pomography
Victims speak of horror, tragedy
By Jody' Howard
The University News
Editor's Note: The victims in
tlds story have as/ced that their
real names not be revealed.
By Cynthia Hutchinson
The University News
Some problems are cyclical in
nature, subsiding for a time only to resur-
face again. BSU has such a problem with
bikes on campus. Once again lack of bike
racks, reckless cyclists and thefts have
become issues affecting students and fac-
ulty alike.
"I had to leap off the path to
avoid being hit," claims Judy Odrnark a
part-time student, "I'm sure bicyclists are
ieally nice people but I think they some-
times view people as obstacles."
Bikes themselves are obstacles
10physically challenged people on cam-
pus when locked to ramps. Jerry lawn,
of Student Special Services, says this 0b-
structs wheelchair passage and the stu-
dents cannot enter the building.
. Amber Bolen, a student, en-
counters the problem of finding a space to
lock her bike.
Gene McGinnis, director of the
Physical Plant, hopes an additional 10
bike racks will relieve the overcrowding
problem. Installation should be completed
by the end of October.
ASBSU Senators Mike Haddon
andRooCraig~abillestabIishing
a voluntary bicycle registration program
lastJanilary. 1be~gramhasbeenfunded
and will be available 10 interested stu-
Photo by Scott D. MCMurtrey -
Magazines such as this are easy to find ana "prO--
mote pornographic interest.
pornography testify to the dehu-
manization process. "It makes you
look atwomen differently," says
Greg, "you can't look at an attrac-
tive woman or girl as a person -
she's a sexual image. I've never
been able to understand a normal
kind of sex, the way God,p1anned
it. rve"neverbeenabJcHobere8Uy
intimate wilh my wife."
He compares the addiction ef-
fect 10 alcoholism or drug abuse.
"The desire was so strong I would
steal and lie to get the pornography
I needed. I knew I had a problem
and would throw the ma~azines
away and say. 'no more, but I
couIdn'tstopmyself.I'dthinkabout
it all day long."
When Greg's wife Cindy be-
gan finding the pictures around the
house, she felt degraded. "like I
wasn 'tliving up 10his expectations
or giving him what he needed. He
Continued on Back Page
The Native American
Student Association will have a
meeting every other at 4 p.m.
Oct 12,1990 4 p.m. Vo-
Tech 115. Call 385-1679) or
343-1887.
Office Professionals
of BSU will meet Oct. 2 at
11:30 a.m. Bring a lunch and
meet in room V-211 (round
build.) Call for info 385-1706.
BSU Voice for
Animals monthly meeting will
be Sunday Oct 7 in the
Lookout room in the SUB at 7
p.m.
Crim. Jus. & Alpi Phi
Sigma Oct 2 at 7 p.m, in the
Lookout Room of the SUB
Judge Dutcher,lecturer.
Marketing Fraternity Phi
Sigma Epsilon will hold a
meeting on OCt 4 and 17 at
7:07 p.m, Contact Max at 338-
1306.
Oct, 8, the Nursing
Students Assoc. "Stress
Management" program from 9
a.m. in the Florence Miles
Conference no of the Nursing
EcLBldg.
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,Seminar for support group
development offered
Learn to create a therapeutic at- Center, is designed to explore key
mosphere through group session in issues in the evolution of a support
"Groups: Process and Practi~"~ group. The focus is on practical
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m, November2- applications and will highlight
3 in the Hemingway Center for characteristics of groups at the
Western Studies at Boise State Uni- various stages in a group's devel-
versity. opment Participants will also learn
The workshop, sponsored by how to get a group started, deal
BSU's Counseling and Testing with resistance and help members
Go foreign for the holidays
Do guided sightseeing tours of Florence, Rome and Venice, visits to
Pompeii, Assisi, Sorrento, San Marino and Tivoli, along with walking
tours of Rome sound interesting? If they do, then the 13 day trip from
December27, 199O-January8, 1991 sponsored by Boise State University
International Programs is for you. The cost is $2,125 from Boise, with a
,deposit due by October 10, 1990 and payment in full due October 25, 1990.
For more information, call: 385-3295.
BSU zoning hearing slated
The Boise City Council will hold a public hearing Tuesday October 2
at 7:30 in the Boise City Hall regarding BSU' s Comprehensive Plan to add
a neighborhood Policy Guide.
The Guide will provide goals and policies relating to campus growth,
student housing, parking, b'ansportation and residential and commen:ia1
development in the vicinity of BSU.
BSU is requesting approval for an amendment to the Zoning Ordinance
which will provide for a University Zone District It will provide. for
allowed uses, uses which require conditional use permits, and uses which
are prohibited.
YOUR STUDENT GOVERNMENT IS LOOKI NG
FOR BR IGHT, OUTGO ING IND I V I DUALS FOR
THE FOLLOWING PAID POSITIONS:
~ ASBSU TREASURER .<~,~:..
~ SENATE POSITIONS"rt''''~-::-
PLUS. VARIOUS INTERESTING COMMITTEE :r~}\~,1L8r""~ ~:.POSITIONS NEED YOUR PARTICIPATION DOITFORTHEGIPPER
FRESHPERSONS & SOPHMORE
APPLICANTS ENCOURAGED ...
SO S10P YOUR WHINING AND GE11f\fVOLVED!
APPLY NOW AT THE STUDENT UNION ANNEX OR CALL 385-1147
apply learnings to daily life.
Cost for the workshop is $85
pre-registered, $75 each for groups
of ten (X' more, $50 for full-time
students, and $95 at the door and for
those registering after October 15.
Early registration is encouraged
because oflimited space. For more
information, call: 385-1601.
Student-to-
student
tutors
needed
Want to help fellow students
overcome academic troubles? The
Student Support Program (SSP) at
Boise State University is seeking
tutors to assist others who are ex-
periencing academic difficulties.
To qualify, applicants must have
a 3.0 GPA. Tutors with knowledge
and experience in freshman-level
courses such as English and math
are in demand.although assistance
is needed for courses, throughout
BSU's cuniculum. '
Tutors assist individual students
orsmall groups approximately three
hours per week. Mo~oursmaybe
scheduled dependio.,:opon the
program's need and the tutor's
availability. In addition to receiv-
ing $4.50 an hour, tutors can expe-
rience the satisfaction of helping
others learn and succeed in their
coursework.
For additional information, call
the SSP at 385-3457.
, il
Foraker-
Thompson
speaks, shows
South African
slides
Jane Foraker- Thompson, a Boise
State professor of criminal justice
and peace studies, will give a slide
show and presentation on South
Africa at 7 p.m, October 9 at The
Flicks.
, Foraker-Thompson recently re-
~,ftom a seven-month sab-
b8IicII in South Africa, where she
had a firsthand look at the critical
and historic events that took place
in that nation earlier this year. ~
Cost is $2 genezaiadmission and
$1 students and seni(X' citizens to
cover the costs at The Flicks. For
more information, call Foraker-
Thompson at 385-3251.
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.Think of the six women
closest to you.
" ., Nowgtless
which one Will be raped
this year; .
One OUI of &ill coUege WllOlaI will be sexually assaulted this)'Clt:
But)OO can c:hanF the odds of illllppcning. Simply by trying ID
r.oid silll&licns that 1eaYe)OO or)VUl' friends wIiIcnbIc.
RJr S\II1CI1, rouow Il:CUrity __ Don'I plOp tesidence ball
doors open.WI1k with. friend after dark. And be _ that date
• is. nWnr problem 011 coUege campuses. Withmany of these
I1pe5 imdViDi cIrinkilIg.
Then share these facts with&ill of your friends. And maybe none
oflhem will bc:comc IIIOIbcr IItIIiJtic.0_"_0.-. _
~=====,_=--""",_-=~""""",",,--_---a.':r--~/~--------~----,
II ~ . :.
~ I
FOR II
I
I
1 10·Cheese Pizza... $4.99 I
Second One FREE! I
WIthCheeSe Only $4.991
Cheese and 1 Topping each $5.981
Cheese and 2 Toppings each !.971.
Cheese and 3 TOPPings each .96
• Che8S8 and 4 Toppings each .951
••. -. ~ .. ~ I:
QP Illt-..., untIddlllwlJ- .J:1.:___________________ :
(Sherry Jacobson writes for
Gannett News Service in
Washington, D.C.) CCopyright
1990,USA roDAY/AppleCoUegc. .
Information Network
i·
i
,- I
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l-lE~ESWHY . .
THE SMART MONEY AT·.- .
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
IS GOING WITH TIAA-CREF
AS IF THE FUTURE DEPENDED ONIT.
Because it does. Smart investorsknow that your future depends onhow well your retirement system
performs. TIAA-CREF has been the
premier retirement system for people
in education and research for over 70
years. We have enabled over 200,000
people like you to enjoy a comfortable
retirement. And over 1,000,000 more
.are now planning for the future with
TIAA-CREF. .
SMAlU MONEY LOOKSRlR SECURITY,
GROWTII AND DIVERSITYRlR
REI1REMENT SAVINGS.
Security-so the resources are there
when it is time to retire. Growth-so
you'll have enough income for the
kind of retirement you want. And
diversity-to help protect you against
market volatility and to let you benefit
from severaltypes of investments.
mArs EXACItY WHAT YOUGET
. WITH TlAA-CREF.
TIAA offers you the safety of a
traditional annuity'that guara1ttees
your principal plus a specified rate of
interest, and provides for additional
growth through dividends. CREF's
variable annuity,offers opportunities
for growth through four different -
investment accounts, each managed
with the long-term perspective essen-
tial to sound retirement planning:
The CREF Stock Aa:ount
The CREF.Money Market,Aa:ount
The CREF Bond Market A:&xount*
The CREF SoCial Ch~ke Aa:ount*
OOl~m '
10 FIND OUT MORE ,
Our ~xperienced retirement ~lors
willbe happy to answer your questions
and tell you more about retirement
annuities from TIAA-CREF.
Experience. PerfoI1D8JlCe. Strength.
Your future is protected by the largest
private retirement system in the world.
We have done so well, for so many, for
so long, that we currently manage ,
some $85 billion in assets.
Ensuring the futuJe
for those who shape it.-
• The CREF Bond Market and Social Choice Accounts may not be Milable under alllllSIilUlional retiremellI pIanI, bulm
Ml!able for all Supplemental Retirement Annuil)' p11l\1.
For more complete infonnation, including charges and expenses, call I 800 842-2733. citt SS09 for a
prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before )'OIl invest or send mo~ey.
By SHERRY JACOBSON decades. report said. adoJescentsbyprevenlingtoo-early
OCopyright 1990, USA roDAY/ Two years ago, 488,961 teenagers For that reason, the center is childbearing. It also supports a
AppleCoUegeInfoonationNetwork' gave birth, accounting for 12.5 pushing for greater funding for teen's right to abortion without
WASHINGTON - American percent of all U.S. births, according family planning services, which parenlal appoval, said Haughton-
taxpayers spent $21.5 billion last to the U.S. Center for Health would be made available to teen- Denniston.
year to house, feed, educate and StatisticsinRockville,Md. ThebiIth agers before they become sexually -:::_~~;;;:;::;;:;;;;;:;;;:;;::;:::==:=;;:;:;:::;.;;;
babysit the families headed by teen- rate went from 50.6 for every 1,000 active.,'
age mothers, girls aged IS to 19 in 1986, to 53.6 . This week, ~ntatives of the '
That represents an 11 percent in 1988. The birth rate had been centerwilllobbyCongresstospend (
increase over the 1988 public declining in that age group since more on family planning programs. I
welfare costs to support teenage 1970, when 68.3 of evert 1,000 The House' and Senate are
mothers and their children, girls had a baby. considering increasing the funds
according to a report released The high cost of supporting the from !he current $135 million to
SundaybytheCenterforPopulation teen-headed families could be $171 million in 1991. "It's our
Options. The rising costs were due avoided if the births were delayed, hope that by increasing the money
to inflation, the growing number of noted Pam Haughton-Denniston, for family planning services more
teens having children and an spokeswoman for the center. adolescents will be reached and
increase in funding for three major "If every birth to a teen mother more pregnancies will be i
federal supportprograms, including had been delayed until the mother prevented," said Cindy Waszak, :
Medicaid and food stamp payments. was in her20s, the U.S. would have research director for the center.
"Expanded coverage may help saved 40 percent of the cost, or "And, certainly, the cost 10 the
more women to get adequate $8.62 billion," the report Slated. taxpayersoveraU will go down, too." .
prenatalcare,ensuringmorehealthy The costs occur because teen The l O-year-cld Center for
pregnancies andbiIths" and keeping pregnancies often result in the Population Options is a non-profit
their children healthy, the report mother dropping out of school, educational organization dedicated
noted. "Viewed in this light, the becoming fmancially dependent on , 10 improving the quality oflife for Photo by Paul e
increase (in spending) is welcome:' welfare programs and consigned to-_, .-- - ]',,' SQCC children take a break to play on the climbing
Most alarming, say public health a lower earning capacity. Children ~ bars at BSU
officials, is the increasing birth rate who grow up in such households . --=-=-=._=.============~=::;::::::;=::::;~I
among U.S. teens, 'which rose in often suffer high rates of school
1988.f~~~_~U'St time in almost two __Jailureand behaV!~~problems, the '
- ... -,
,..
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-------- Gretchen's Recommended
Survival Gear tor the BSU Campus
bral ns:lt's i mportent
to thl nk qulckl y, It's a ______
j unqle out there.
t""o-""ay radio to
compensata for the
otheNlse obsolete _
emergency phones
on campus
infra-red, scope goggles for
night! me vle",,1nq of undesl rable
visitors lurking in bushes along
L...:.._---greenbelt and on campus.
that all too handy
can of ani mal tested
....:.---- mace by Proctor and
Gamble
____ heavy duty steel
knuckles ""tth je""el
studs
B s u N
elbOlo' pads for surprise
run-ins ""lth cars on
unnescessarlhJ dim streets
vhere no one has had the , ,,!l!l .'",
decencytOinstall1fghts~ . iii'", "
j' I 'r/I!
Jean- Paul Gaultier ! ,I! .I! ,
stal nles"teel spi ke ,';'!
studded chastity belt to
dismay and deter potential !
rapis"
Baba Russe
fuschta pi nk
rollerblades for
axtra-vhibf1fty J"~l
and a quick geta""e\j
----- 1fme-green, sequtned
holster pistol (Gretchen
recommends a .44
megnum)
~ knee-pads, for more protection
egai nst run-t ns ""hlch really
shouldn't be happening in the
fi rst place.
RSBSU
Spo'tlight
all over the state (not just Ada
County), and we would have a veto
power if the other three schools
wanted to lobby an issue not benefi-
cial to BSU.
I personally think we should
join the Idaho Student Lobby. Tu-
ition will increase yearly at our state
colleges and universities, and we
need to establish a power base for
students. We will be much more
effective working together, and the
ultimate goal is to achieve a quality
education as inexpensively as pos-
sible.
The issue of ISL will soon
be brought before the ASBSU Sen-
ate. Please inform us of your con-
cerns and ideas about the ISL. We
will be happy to provide informa-
tion to you, so contact your senate
representative or a member of the
Executive, Branch. Remember. we
are your student government and ~~ri':'
we respond to you.
by: Eric Love
ASBSU President
Special to The University News
Anim-
portant deci-
sion now
stands before
ASBSU.
Should we
join the Idaho
Student Lobby?
The Idaho Student Lobby
(ISL), is made up of representa-
tives from Idaho State University,
University of Idaho , Lewis and
, C1arIc State College, and possibly
I BoiseState. ISL will hire a full time
\
professional lobbyist to work dur-
""',"'",.""",,,,''''''''''',''',',nmm~7Z.mmN1\10:'o:!mg'r~~%m:rm\D1~87m~~nr8Y'J,,??:';7:il' ing the legislative session on issues
:E1S2[~:JmTlt',0:TI?mzn::n:'}77.7t";:m7:"7;n::r;';~:">1 [conceming higher education. All
. issues addressed by ISL lobbyist
must be agreed upon by all mem-
1>1'~1~iill.~•••i.~~~",:(,,,,;,\,,,:,,,,;,:c:zz::,?,,:,,,,;.C'D::':,c.T~·:fj~~.jf~i~f_fJb:ill); I, bees from each university.I> Some of the reservations
ASBSU have had in the past are still
aconcem to us now. Inordertojoin
the ISL, we must pay .2S cents per
full time studenL This will come
out of the $16.50 of student tuition .
which comes to ASBSU, so there
would be no additional cost to stu-
dents, but it does mean that over
$2,000 will not be available for
ASBSU to allocate to student orga-
nizations or other projects.
An additional $1,400 has
been allocated to hire two BSU stu-
dents lobbyists, which has been our
uaditionaI method of lobbying.
Boise State has an advan-
tage over theother schools, because
we are located in the capital city,
and the legislature is easily acces-
sible to us.
Among the benefits of being
a part of the Idaho Student Lobby
are; the ISL would be a powerful,
unified voice fot students through-
out the state, we would be able to
effectively lobby legislatm from !l!i!!!~~~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;~~==~=~
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by Dr. Lonnie Willis
Professor of English
The University News
My high school in
Penelope, Texas (pop. 601) had
a library, that looked like a
maximum -security jail. Itwas
the size of a cell, and it was
enclosed across the front with
the chicken-wire except for a
window like the ones through
which society talks to its way-
ward children. The swinging
door into the library had study-
hall. Mary Ann had red hair,
and she was going to be valedic-
torian of her class, so she got to
be librarian.
During my own study
period I would pretend to square
an isosceles triangle and fanta-
size about the books. They
stood on shelves like dreams in
a row. Those books were a
treasure, their modest sur-
roundings notwithstanding. I
mentally checked off familiar
titles like Tom Sawyer. The Call
a/the Wild,I MarriedAdvelllUTe.
lvanhoe.andDevils.Drugs.and
Doctors. I have read those. I
intended to read all the others
Agatha Christie to zane Grey.
Over fours I became a hard-core
"library junkie."
Is-
lam has
g i v e n
women
rights and
priv.l ges
which she
has never enjoyed underreligious
or constitutional systems. This
can only be understood when the
matter is studied as a whole in a
comparative manner, rather than
in a partial way. In Islam the
rights and responsibilities of a
woman are equal to those of a
man but they are not necessarily
identical with them. Equality and
sameness are twodifferentthings.
This Week
The Library
Over later years I have
nurtured my habit in some classy
libraries; I can drop names like Ber-
keley, Harvard, Chapel Hill and
Cambridge. But I guess I have never
owed as much to a library, not even
to Mary Ann's lock-up, as I have to
the one at Boise State. Itis, after all,
the main support for my teaching
and the source of reference data for
my stu-
dents; as
well as re-
in force-
ment for
my own
research.
But above
all, over
two de-
cades it has
kept alive
that sense of "dreams in a row"
which I first say behind the chicken-
wire. I have made many serendipi-
tous discoveries in literature, mu-
sic, history, art, popular culture. all
by browsing about in the library.
Now our library is facing metamor-
phosis,apparently a substantive one.
But we have yet to see how the heart
of the library will be affected.
Too long, oh Lord, we
waited to see someone spend some
real money on our library. Now
with the Albertson's gift of $6
Continued on page 6
ment is annually allotted x number
of dollars for library acquisitions.
Faculty plays a direct role in this
process. Good faculty plays a direct
role in this process. Good faculty
Occasionally on hears demand good acquisitions. It is
carpingaboutthequalityoftheBSU always the case that x number of
Library. Although it obviously dollars is never enough. However,
cannot compete with the likes of the combined effect over the years
Harvard or Stanford, itdoes in fact make a substantial difference. That
possess a is a fact I have seen the difference
n u m b e r over those 20 years. (3) Journals
of posi- are an integral part of research.
tive as- Whereas in many cases one cannot
pects, (1) go to the periodical section of the
Being a Library and pull the desired reading
four-year off the shelf, there is a tremendous
institu- selection for one's perusal on mi-
tion the crofilm. That is certainly an advan-
BSU Li- tage that did not exist at BSU 20
brary of- years ago. (4) The Library partici-
fers a pates in the interuniversity library
great deal more than does the aver- , loan system whereby one can bor-
age two-year community college. row books from other universities
(2) Due to the fact that the great not in the possession of BSU.
expansion of BSU over the past 20 To the pessimist I respond
years has coincided with a general that one can choose to look at the
glut on the market of people with glass as half empty or halffuJJ. (1)
advanced academic degrees, the - (4) suggest to me that the glass is
University has had the fortunate more than half full. To the mal-
opportunity to engage in a very se- content I ask, how much do you use
lective hiring of its faculty. This what is at your disposal? How
has not only greatly enhanced its much do you actually. use the Li-
instructional quality but its research brary? We occasionally run checks
quality as well. One tangible result on the last time books in our disci-
of this is the continuing develop- plines were checked out of the Li-
ment of the Library. Each depart- brary. The results would astound
by Dr. Andrew Schoedinger
Associate Professor of Philosophy
The University News
G:u:est Editoriial
Equality is desirable, just fair; but
sameness is not. Human beings are
not created identical but they are
created equal. With this distinction
in mind, there is no room to imagine
that women are inferior to men.
There is no ground to assume that
she is less important than men just
because her rights are not identi-
cally as his.
It is not the tone of Islam
that brands women as the devil or
the seed of evil. Nor does the Holy
Book of Islam, Qur'an, place men
as the dominant lord of women who
has no choice but to surrender to his
dominance. Whereas what Islam
has established for the women is
that which suits her qature, gives
her full security and protects her
against disgraceful circumstances
and uncertain channels of life.
Women are recognized by
Islam as a full and equal partner of
man in procreation of Humankind.
She has an equal share in every the witness that women not only
aspect; sheisentitledtoequalrights; expressed their opinion freely but
she undertakes equal responsibili- also argued and participated seri-
ties,and in her there are as many ously in the discussions with the
qualities and Holy Prophet
humanity as Muhammad
there is inman. Women are him s elf.
In Qur'anic (Qur'an,58; 1-
teachings her proclaimed 4; 60: 10-12).
human nature equal to men in His-
is neither infe- torical facts
riortoordevi- the.pursuit of prove that
ant from that of education and women have
a men. kid participated in
Women now e ge. public life with
are proclaimed Muslims in or
equaltomenin since early
the pursuit of days of Islam,
education and knowledge. Almost especially in the time of emergen-
14 centuries ago, Holy Prophet cieslikewars.Islamgrantswomen
Muhammad declared that the pur- equalrightstoCOlltraet,toenterprlse,
suit of knowledge is incumbent on to earn and possess independently.
every Muslim male and female. She Her life, her honor, her position in
is entitled to freedom of expression society are as sacred to Islam as of
as much as men are. Qur'an bears any man. Islam has taken all mea-
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you. Books often times sit for
years on end without being
checked out And that is not
because they are out of date.
One thing is for certain.
If as an undergraduate, one mas-
ters what is in the BSU Library in
the discipline of his choice, he
win have little difficulty getting
into graduate school including
Harvard or Stanford or the likes
thereof. I rest my case.
P.S. I noticed in the September
20th edition of The Idaho
Statesman that the Bronco Ath-
letic Association and the BSU
Alumni Association plan to raise
$500, 000 for books for the
Warren McCain Reading Room
in the new Albertson's Library.
"Books in the room will focus on
the history, Politics, business, art,
literature, geography and other
aspects of the W est." Fantastic1
sures to safeguard her rights and
to put them into practice as an
integral article of faith. Islam
never tolerates those who are in-
clined toprejudiceagainst women.
Time and again, the Qur'an re-
proaches those who used to be-
lieve women to be inferior to man.
(Qur'an,16: 57-59; 43: 15-19,;
53: 21-23)
Topics like the share of
women in inheritance and plural-
ity of wives in Islam will be dis-
cussed in coming weeks, but once
again as areminder, weexpeetthe
readers to analyze this material as
intelligent, responsible beings.
The references arequoted direcUy
from Qur'an. A copy is available
atBoise State University's hlmuy.
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~ what will happen next," saidu:n ;6Lundy,eXPlaining why her love
for the subject never dims. "His-
'. • texy helps us live in a world with
rIIlJIl1l\~ constant change."
'll'm'n Lundy wouldn't say what
her favorite class is to teach, but
said "the best classes are the ones
thathave really involved and enthu-
siastic students in."
Lundy's specialties within
the field are women's studies and
Russian history. "Both of these
subjects are exciting and changing
ones, and so students bring an an-
ticipation of
discovery into
those class-
rooms," said
Lundy.
Lundy has
also introduced
several classes
on feminist and
Russian fllms to BSU.
"It's a recent addition,"
said Lundy. "Students recognize
there are a variety of resources in
education,andfilmsareoneofthose.
There are a variety of ways to un-
derstand those resources."
Lundy said films are an
excellent educational tool because
~eyemphasize both the "emotional
She is also big on leading
havel groups to Western Europe
and the Soviet Unioo and has vis-
ited the latter 12 times.
"Travel combines per-
sonal experience with the academ-
ics and opening yourself to new and
different ideas and environments is
))y La~ Purviance
The Umversity News
To make history be-
come alive and useful would
seem to be a Herculean task, but
BSUhistoryprofPhoebeLundy
does it with flair and skill, ac-
cording to overwhelming num-
bersofpastand present students.
For that reason, she is
TheUniversityNews "HotProf"
of the week.
Compliments from a
wide diversity of students ranged
from "exciting and electrifying
lecturer," to "she carefully ana-
Iyzes textbooks to get more bang
for the buck." Lundy also has a
reputation for working students
hard, but is an extremely fair
grader. "You know the subject
when you come out. of her
classes," was one typical com-
ment
.. LilitCfY- came .to BID
when it expanded from a two-
yearjuniorcollege to a four-year
school in 1966.
She graduated with a
SA & MS in interdisciplinary
studies at Drake University.
"History isa discipline
that can hel us to antici
'JlistorjJ lielps US five
in a worU witli
constant change. '
differentideasandenvironments
isa panoflearning," said Lundy •
"I think the international studies
program at BSU offers opportu-
nity to travel and study in con-
tinuing kinds of ways. Participa-
tion in that kind of experience
can be vital and life-changing."
Lundy
said her
favorite
travel ex-
perience
is "theone
I'm on."
Lundy
credited
the history department's gradu-
ate programs as. another key
learning experience at BSU.
''Gmduate program in
history doesaremarlcable job for
its majors," said Lundy. "It of-
fers students the chance to go
further."
Lundy said a high point
as a teacher comes from hearing
"You like to know what they lire
doing, and how their BSU expe-
riences have worked into thepat-
tern of their lives. It helps me to
revive my own curriculwn in
ways that are more meaningful."
Interlocutioo / Dr.Willis
continued from page 5
million and the legislature's ap-
prOJIiation of $4 millioo, we can
expect to see significant im-
provements to meet increasing
demands placed on the library by
the addition of graduate programs
at BSU and by an increasing en-
rollment Indeed, accreditation
teams from the Northwest Ass0-
ciation of Schools and Colleges
have judged it impemtive that
space deficiencies, fCX' example,
be corrected.
Space considerations are
principal concerns in the arctii-
teeIS'drawingsofthe"new"library
as reproduced in Focus and The
University News. Glass walls,
supported here and there by
modified Iconic column, horse-
shoe around the current building
N by E by S, incorporating much
additional space. I think a lot of
people will be pleased to see that
addition. However, one must bear
in mind that the Just-cited $10
million does notpurchaseany new
books,referencematerials,joumals,
or videos. It mostly buys space.
The expectation is, apparently, that
other sources will by found for the
purchase of reading and research
matter.
Let's hope that happens. I
still recall that itwasimilk the cage
where Mary Ann's libmry was so
valuable; the chicken-wire, the little
window and the swinging doorwere
nearly irrelevant or course, the
physical addition to the library is a
requisite, and the glass will mirror
the clouds and mountains and be
pretty. Butwecan'tforgettospend
money on the things that genuinely
make a library great. Our library
needs collections. Books and
joumals still constitute the heart of
our undergraduate and graduate
programs, and those collections, oh
Lord, need money too.
Here let me illustrate with
nostalgia again. Way back in the
early '70s the English Department
received an annual allocation of
about $7,000 for ordering books, .
and books were reasonably priced.
In 1971, for example, you could
buy Sylvia Plath's The Bell Jar for
$6.95; an novel like Fmnk Waters'
Pikes Peak was $8.95. Today, the
Plath book is $16.95, the Waters'
novel is $17.95. Prices have more
that doubled. Yet the departmental
budgets have not doubled. In 1981,
for instance, the English
Department's allocation had
dropped (I) to $6,000; in 1982 the
Department's budget went up to
$7,000, and then down again in
1983 to $6, 400. 1984, whether or
not Big Brother was watching, saw
the Department rise to $7,400. In
the current year it is expected to be
in the neighborbood of a $9,444
allocation with some "special
money" from the library of about
four to five thousand dollars. Since
the current rate of inflation fro buy-
ing new books is 4.3 percent, pur-
chasing power slowly erodes.
Therefore, I merely ask
that the budgetarians and planners
of the "improved" BSU Libmry re-
member to reserve some invest-
ments for the genuine heart of any
great libmry, its collections. I think
Mary Ann would appI8ud.
Letters to the Editor
To the Editor:
I just ~ concepts.
Different people have different
concepts, and not only does that
make it difficult for them to un-
derstand one another, but is also
leads to death and annihilation
once those concepts are attached
to pieces of colored cloth of
similar totems.
So ifDr. Schoedinger is
correct in his claim that flag
burners are "striking blows at" or
even attempting to "destroy" the
concept of freedom, then more
power to theml
Warren Harbison
Philosophy Department
Dear Editor:
Since your first issue,
you have been spewing about the
talent and brilliance of your U.
News staff, and criticizing the
members of ASBSU. We at
ASBSU think the staff at the U
News ishighlyoverrated,andwe
would like to prove that we are
equally talented and more ere-
.' alive, by challenging you to a
friendly competition.
The week of October 1-
6is Homecoming for BSU. There
are several events for individuals
IDld groups to participate to win
cash prizes. ASBSU challenges
the UNews to enter the following
competitions:
Arnold Schwarzenegger look-a-
Like Contest, Scavenger Hunt,
Lip Sync Contest and a Float en-
try in the Parade. Whom ever
wins the most money, wins the
ASBSU/UNews Challenge. Of
course all the award money, re-
gardless of the winner, will go to
the Salvation Army in conjunc-
tion with the BSU food drive
during Homecoming week.
It is time to stand and
deliver Larry, or forever wear the
label "Chickenshit"
Peace,
Eric Love,
ASBSU President
Dear Editor,
While reading the Sep-
tember 17 issue of your paper, I
was appalled by the cheeky view
used to head your music review.
Some of the suggestions made in
the article required quite an ac-
tive imagination.
For instance, ''Could it
be that this bunch ofhoons might
actually be expressing ...and in-
sight into society in general?" I
think not After reading the
sample of lyrics, I decided that if
things were as they said, the
popul8tion of the United States
would be about three times what
it currently is.
Another remark w-as,
-"take a walk through any office
building, any school,rideany bus
in this country and draw the in-
evitable parallel with the band's
lyrics." I walked through an of-
fice building, walked through a
school, and even rode a bus. Be-
lieve me, nothing was happening
thateven approached the vulgarity
of their lyrics. This quotation
seemed to suggest that grade- .
school age children were involved
in this obscene behavior. I find
the thought of Calvin making out
with Susie is a little disgusting.
One last item was the
sentence that "there is a hint that
thismusic may be more historical
than previously accredited."
Abraham Lincoln jumping out of
the window to "collect a little
booty" seems out of place. In
fact, it is quite derogatory rather
than historical.
I do not believe that this
trash need be printed under any
heading, let alone a music review.
Sincerely
John Weers
Dear Editor:
, I would like to take a
little time and clarify some items
about the September 17th opinion
on Larry Craig, concerning the
upcoming Senate race.
First and foremost, the
Political Science Association did
not and does not consider Con-
gressman Craig's response to our
request to debate Ron Twileger
as "carefully worded obfusca-
tions." What Larry Purvian~
fliiled to mention was that I did
inform him (Purviance) of the
Congressman's reasons for de-
clining our offer. A representa-
tiveofMr. Cmig'sofficetoldme,
when I phoned two weeks ago,
that 1) Since the Congressman
was scheduled to participate in a
state-wide televised debate at
KAID on theBSU campus on
October 14, they did not feel they
should participate in another de-
bate on either of the dates we had
reserved, October 9th and 17th.
2) The representative also
snessed the necessity for Mr.
Craig to be in Washington D.C.
for most of October, therefore
further restricting his ability to
participate in such functions as
the debates we have scheduled.
For Larry Purviance not
to mention the reasons was un-
professional. I would have very
much liked Congressman Craig
to have accepted our offer, but I
don't consider him to be
"chickenshit" because he did not
In trying to set up several debates,
ourorganization was turned down
by more than one candidate, on
both sides of the political spec-
trum. But we accepted that, be-
cause we realized that there must
be many time demands on the
various candidates time.
I would like to end this
by stating that Ifelt Congressman
Craig'sreasons fordeclining were
acceptable. I resent the Univer-
sity News influencing what sort
of political face, if any, is put
forth to the public.
Sincerely,
Cary Driskell
IngaSingh Amy Gearhard Nadine Michalscheck Gaye Lynn Forsberg
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Home- Queen candidates ......---------,
ecommg
shoots for
a bear of
a time
By [arrod Ball
The University News
With hunting season in full
swing. the Broncos are dusting off
their rifles, loading up and setting
their sights on bear ...the Montana
Bears.
Homecoming week is one of the
most looked-forward-to events of
the fall semester, and as theBronco's
go head-to-head in what may prove
to be the most crucial game of the
team's Big Sky conference, they are
looking towards their fans for sup-
port. The festivities end with the
football game against University of
Montana Friday at 6 p.m,
This year's Homecoming Grand
Marshall is Lyle Smith, one of the
founders of Bronco football.
The week kicks off with a pep
rally featuring the Mane Line
Dancers, and speakers Eric Love
and Skip Hall. Resident dining will
be closed but residents can picnic
on the soccer field during the rally.
The public can eat for $5. In case of
rain, the event will move into the
Hemingway Center.
An Arnold Schwarzenegger
look-alike contest oils up Monday
at 7p.m, for those who would rather
not push the pigskin. The top man
pumps up with a $100 prize.
Following the contest, the
wanna-be's may see their idol in the
film, Total Recall, in the Special
Events Center.
For the puny girly-men (and
women), the ever-popular all-night
scavenger hunt begins on Wednes-
day. Participants must fulfill a vast
assortment of requirements includ-
ing taking photos, answering ques-
tions and recording noises. The
event ends Thursday at 3 p.m.
"This is the fun event of the
year," according to Angie Weber,
Homecoming chairperson,
Ten candidates vie for Home-
coming King and Queen this year.
Voting is open in the SUB and Edu-
cation building Wednesday and
Thursday from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m,
King and Queen don the crown
Friday at the Bronco BoogieDance.
Moondog howls to the twisters in
the Hemingway Center at 9 p.m.
An all-night Bronco Bash rocks
on after the dance; those still able to
prop their eyelids open (toothpicks
not provided) will be able to play
games in the SUB for free with ID
card.
Preceding the game on Saturday
is the Alumni pre-game party in the
Grove, featuring live music by
Kevin Kirk and Sally Tibbs at 3
p.m.
Immediately following theparty,
the Homecoming Parade rolls
through downtown Boise, begin-
ning at4 p.m. Floats will be judged
on the use of homecoming theme,
use of BSU mascott and the number '
of club members riding on the floaL
"ThecommWlity will be heavily
involved in the Parade," said Bev
Helton. director of SPB.
Fabiola Juarez
King candidates ...
,-------....,.-,
Ji
~
/I
i
, ,
Pat Clasby BenCano Mathew Dickey Mark Hadden James McAllister
Jason Jim.rson
B.A. Sociology, Earlham College
M.A. Sociology, UnlveBlty of Virginia
Ph.D. Candidate, Sociology, UnlveBity of Chicago
".1 don't know how anybody gets through college today
without a Macintosh. Sometimes Ihave so many assignmentsl 2M ;:
that Ibarely have time for sleep.YetmyMadntosh allows me
to get my work done on time-without making sacrifices.
"Working on my dissertation and field studies means .
collecting an incredible amount of infonnation. So jumping
from one program to another with ease is
imperative, as is quickly making charts and
graphs. By enabling me to do these things,
Madntosh probably saves me an hour
and a half each day.
"Another great thing about the Macintosh
is that it makes you feel technically con-
fident. Remember putting toys together
when you were a kid?Who reads the'
directions? Nobody. You look at the picture
of the bike and you know exactly what
to do. The Madntosh operates the same
'" way. I actually taught a friend to use one
in two minutes.
"What would my life be like without
a Madntosh? Scary."
For all your computer
needs visit the
DataCenter
Business Building
Room 116
tI.
Why do people love Macintosh"?
Ask them.
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PATRIC, DERN,.WARD MAKE AFTER DARK,
MY SWEET A THRILL
the 1mltlllakingcinematography- OUS, aging widow who pos-
in Cinemascopo-and the brutal sesses an air of inb1gue
ualiness of the cbaracter's lives. . wrapped around her like
The southwestem landscape is cap- perfume. Her Fay is a
tured with an eye for the shaJp con- puzzle: ice-cold one
trasts between colors, shapes and minute,seductiveanderotic
JamesFoley'sinnovativedirecfO- the next; she is hot,
rial style, enshrouded as itisinjilm sexy and altogether
noir, is perfect for his newest re- suspecL
lease,A/terDark,MySwtet. Infact, Bruce Dern is her
the film is as good as it is because of volatile, some-time
the director's noir-ish expression. lover, Uncle Bud, an
Through his use of shadow and near- ex-cop with a kidnap-
sunset light, scenes of intensity ping plan. Dem here
unencumbeted by over-done music, . isbettetthanhe'sbeen
the patent twists and turns of the since 1978's Coming
mystery genre and his uncanny Home,ranting,mving
ability to expose the seediest of like a wild man, star-
characters in an agreeable manner, iog rivets into his co-
Foley constructs what might be stars-it's an auda-
termed nouveau noir-it's rich and cious performance.
original, a style of which he can be Dem is, generally, an
very proud. on-the-edge actor.
Foley experimented with this While watching him,
mode of filmmaking a few years if you've ever seen
back with At Close Rtulge, the him in the past. you
Christopher Walken!Sean Penn, can't help but wince.
father/son picture that incorporated : But the best performance by apparently brain-damaged fighter,
a similar Style but didn't have the scale. far l)eJongs toJason Pattie as Kevin a shell of the man he used to be. He
breed of screenplay to really make Foley snares the textures and the "Kid" Collins,anex-boxerwander- twists from sharp-as-a-tack exeert
gooduseofhisoompellingdirection. environment with expertise. It's ing around the desert in a nearly to comatose asshole in a Oash;it's a
At Close Rcmge was a decent film just righL Some of the sequences unconscious stare.. This brooding, thrill to watch him at work.
lislingfromatieftyoverloadofgood have such a corpoo:aI sttength it's oh-so-ta1ented newcomer gets the These three, involved as they are
intentions.? . " tangtble. And the heat is omnipres- chance with After Dark, My Sweet in aschemetomakesomebig bucks,
. After Dark, My Sweet doesn't ent;itvirlUallyradialeslikeabroiler to really show hiS stuff and he grow more suspicious by the sec-
suffer the distractions of his pevi- from the SCIml. doesn't waste an)' screen time in ond--accusin$.' blaming, lyin$.7
ousfilm(s).ltisapotentmixtureof The acting isanotherapect of the doing so. Patric IS an actor seem- and,allthewhile,thetensioobuilds
mystery, love story and crime- film worthy of attention. Rachel ingI ~by his character, deliciously. Foley's recipe is such
drama with a fine b8Iance between Ward is Fay Andmoo, a mysteri- sb~g from place to place, the that the more you find you know
~-~-:-:-~~ ~ , f :-1·: -- -"~-:=F--::-~-'F-"~-_Lj_~~,_·~'""_~,~-':-~:~:,.<"~~:-.'"::::>,"" ,,:-".... ..". ..:
.BOISEAN'RELEASES:TALENT·O·N··CASSETIE
Film Review
By Cliff Hall
The University News
about the characters the less you
know about the reality of the plot
line. Who's double:erossing who?
Who's using whom? -,.. . ..
After Dark, My S'iV«i (iilCldcli- f!!i;,.i<"
tally, the title holds a special mean- 1 . .
ing towards the end of the film) is
playing in an exclusive engagement
at the Flicks. Don't miss this wide-
screen treat-you won't see all ofit
on the home seL
piano." The disc shOuld be out in
November.
In the meantime, LaMorte will be
working hard, rehearsing almost
daily and putting together his next.
project aBrixIon 19a1bum. "We'll
be going into the studio soon and
putting together something big.
We're really excited about it,"
And what about his long term
go8ls? He laughs aloud. "I'mjust
livin~ day to day. Right now I'm
looking at getting this thing (The
LIUUJ Ep) widely distributed, get-
ting it out of Boise. My future? Of
course there'll be music-there's
always been music. But it's no
money thing. I just like doing it-
wasn't an easy endeavor. LaMorte
had over 30 songs to choose from
for the EP and each holds a differ-
ent, special place in the creative
singer/songwriter's heart. "I really
wanted a range of music. My goal
was to put together four very di-
verse songs and ~et all of them by
the same person.
After seven years of playing gui-
tar for Brixton 19, a Boise-based
band known fortheirproliflC music
making and the formulatioo of dif-
ferent musical styles-from punky
thrash to alternative pop to Jazz-
LaMortewanted to spread his wings
with a solo a1bwn projecL "I've
always liked the idea of areal chaI-
Preview
By ClifT Hall
The University News
From the delicate age of 13,
Mychael LaMorte has exuded tal-
ent for music, a talent that has most
recently manifested itself in the re-
lease of a four song audio cassette
entitledTheLIUUJEP. The album is
filledwithhisownwoidsandmusic
and. as if that weren't enough, he
also played every instrumenL
LaMorte admits the work was dif-
ficult, "It was a challenge, that's for
surel" This project has inundated
the last five months of his life, from
themomenthe broughtpeo to paper
to its release date two weeks ago.
The load was a heavy one but if
8Dytme knows about woddng hard
it's LaMmte.
Inadditioo to his habitual rehears-
aIs and performances. his bouts of
writing and working at a clothing
stare, hehas also been asked tobe in
a TV commercial. "You know, if
you're not doing one thing you're
doing another." ThelifeofayoWlg
musician. ••
LaMorte, a good-looking, naiad-
like 2O-yeM-oId, is confident when
talking about his cassette, the ex-
tensive undertaking. "I feel really
good right now about all the songs.
I wanted something that was ~oing
to show a range, that said. 'this goy
knowsmorethanjustscreamin' and
~ 00 his guitar.'"
DisPIa~g his musical depth
"l wanted something that was going to show a
range, that said, 'this guy knows more thanjust
screamin' and pounding on his guitar.'"
a lotI"
The band Brixton 19 appears 0cL
3-6 downtown at Tom Gminey's
and at noon every Saturday at the
Koffee Klatch playing acoustic
versions of some of there favorite
songs. They're also quite busy
working on that album which they
hope to have instores by Christmas.
'though the first shipment of The
LWIIJEP sold out, many more were
brought in. YoocanflndLaMorte's
casseu.e at all major Boise music
stores including S Mile Disc and
Tape, Record Exchange and
M1isicIJmd in the Mall.
len~e. Everybody in the band has
their own little thing gainl. I just
wanted to give this a shot.
The LWIIJ EP has already brought
him notice. Todd Dunnigan, with
his very own record label, recently
releaseda compactdisc of music by
local bands called Small Pond and
was excited by the energy. Subse-
quently, he'll be helping LaMorte
put out a vinyl 12" FP of his solo
!iecL It will be slightl difftlelltCIhccasseu.e indiat 3'will have
analtttnateversionofhissong"Fa-
mi1iar". '"It'll be a more acoustic,
slower version of the song with
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Shana-Nequai. "As she becomes
her own woman, she forces me to
change how I see myself in her
life," Taylor says. "And that is pain-
ful at times. I'm learning how to lay
back, to allow her to make her own
decisions, even if they are thewrong
decisions. Iam working on me."
And that is precisely what both
moms and daughters must do to
have the healthiest relationship
possible. "If the daughter doesn't
learn to separate and become ma-
Naomi's words. But at one time
their relationship was "Holy moly,
... aboutasbadasitgets!" says Naomi,
44.
As a divorced mom in Morrill,
Ky., Naomi worked extra shifts at a
hospital while "at the edge of sur-
vival" with "a carton of milk and
cans of Beenie Weenies. None of
our needs were being met" While
Naomi worked, "all Wynonna
wanted to do was play her music.
She didn't want to do her chores."
"There is already a built-in rivalry in the
mother-daughter relationship. They compete
for dad. Plus, the daughter has youth and
beauty on her side."
ture herself dysfunctional patterns
are inevitab!y repeated with her own
daughters," Secunda says.
Mom is a woman's "genetic, bio-
logical and emotional roadmap,"
adds Secunda.
Every daughter will look in her
emotional mirror someday and see
some version of her mother. Under-
standing mom-the scribes and
scriptwriters and motherhood ma-
vens are telling us-could be the
key for a daughter to understand
herself.
(Karen S. Peterson writes for USA
TODAY) ©Copyright 1990;USA
TODAY/Apple College Infrona-
lion Netw<Xk
But their eventual success as a
singing team "turned the tide in our
relationship. Our fans gave us that
little push, the support and love that
everybody needs that we'd been
hlCkin~. It improved our relation-
ship. Id stop a bullet for her."
Wynonna, 26, says a woman's
relationship with her mother "is the
most intense a woman will ever
have. We get our conscience from
our mother. I'll never take my
motheroffher~stal~dmom
will never be able to let go of me."
Letting go is universally tough for
moms.
Susan Taylor, the editor of Es-
sence, has a 20-year-old daughter,
MOVIES REFLECT MOTHER/DAUGHTER
RELATIONSHIPS
exerting control and it drove my
mother crazy." On reflection,
Manoff says, she now can see
....where my own mother-and I
'adore and respect her-was com-
ing from."
Country music's mother-daugh-
terpair, Naomi and WynonnaJudd,
say that now looking ateach other is
"like looking into a mirror," in
spring by 20th Century Fox, will
wrestle with relationships among a
TV -biz mom and her two daugh-
ters. "We want to reflect the effect
a working mom has on daughters-
good and bad," says Nora Ephron,
, who is co-writing the script from
Meg Wolitzer's novel. Ephron's
script might reflect a theme for the
'90s, Secunda says. As more women
move into higher-paying jobs, "We
will see more daughters trying to
measure up to mom's success."
There is, Secunda says, "already a
built-in rivalry in the mother-
'By Karen S. Peterson
@Copyright'l990, USA TODAY/
AppleCollegeWonnationNetwork
One scene-near the end of Post-
cards From theEdge chokes up the
women in the audience.
Meryl Streep's character finally
kicks manipulative Grandma out of
the room for picking on mom. And
self-centered mom-played by
Shirley MacLain~finally admits
to her daughter, "I am jealous of
you. You are at the beginning, and
Iam coming to the end."
"We would get up the next morning and my
grandmother would have rearranged all the
furniture overnight. It was her way of exert-
ing control."
:-,
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History and Culture of Italy
A Holiday Study Tour
December 27·January 8
( $2,125 from Boise )
• Florence • Assisi • Rome • Sorrento
-Yenice» San Marino· Pompeii
• Tivoli
Tour Group Leaders BSU History Prof Phoebe Lundy
and BSU Communication Prof Suzanne McCorkle
Application Deadline October 10
Call for free brochure ...
1-800-632-6586 ext 3295
BSU Colllillllillg EdIlcalioll:A Service 10 Idaho
STARTS· FRIDAY
�"'i'.J" •
"
.\
, Dr. BernardJensen, D.C.Ocl4
:\ Come enjoy the wit and wisdom of this
~'.,Internatlonally renowned nutritionist. At a
I
vlbrant82 years young. Bernard Jensen, D.C.•
·Ph. D. Is truly a Uvlng legend In the natural
healing arts. In his vast career of more than 60
.years, he has worked with over 350,000 patients
, -and students.
~:,: As a life-long researcher and traveler, Dr.
0>, Jensen has journeyed to over 50 countries (often
: • to very remote locations) to gain first-hand
~knowledge about health, happiness and
• ~ :;Ii ;:?,longevlty. He has lectured extensively around
• -: ~,. the world and has received numerous
.",. ' )0 International awards, Including the
Doyou, by chance, look anything distingUished Dag Hammarskjold Peace.Award.
, d "like him? oct. 1at 7 p.m, Tickets can be purchased for $4--but hurry,
• ~p ti~i BSU's SPB sponsors an Arnold Schwarzenegger they:Ube going fast! The presentation will b~ at
;. '\"'~'" look-alike contest But don't worry, you don't the Elks Lodge-LowerLevel7070 Potomac at 7.30
t;"y~ have to be as manly as Hans or Franz to pump up p.rn.
ortr" the audience In the Arnold Recall, a contest to
find the student who most resembles the star of CeramicalWorkshopOct. 4-5
Twins, Commando, Predator, The Terminator. Kurt Welser, a renowned ceramicist who Is
Stay Hungry, Conan The Librarian and, of currently teaching at Arizona State University, American Plan
course, Total RecalL wUl conduct a two-day workshop In October at OCt. t'S
... ~___ A cash prize of $100 wlll be awarded to the -BSU. The workshop will be from 9:30 a.m.-4:30 ------ The unique sound
"Arnold" of the audience's choice. Contestants p.m, In the the Liberal Arts BuUcUng. . pianos created by th
must display good taste whlle on stage and Welser's porcelain and earthenware sUp-cast will flll the Morrison
(Sorry) costumes must be appropriate for an all- vessels are featured In museums and collections p.rn. oct. 5. Thecone
age audience. In Finland and England as well as throughout music department.
For more Information, call SPB at 385-1223. the U.S. He uses ftnng procedures that produce The quartet con
pieces with varied' surface quaUties and colors performing works
that reflect the erosive forces of nature. specifically for two p
The artist earned a bachelor's of fine arts to be performed inc
degree from the Kansas City Art Institute and a from Carmen," 'The
master's of fine arts degree from the University "Stars and Stripes Fe
of Michigan. From 1977-1989. he was director The members of t
of the Archie Bray Foundation. a non-degree professor Del Parl
.tnsutute for the advanced study of ceramic arts members Paul PoU
In Helena, MT. Mack Wilberg..
Workshop fees are $25 for non-students and The group recently I
... ;~free to BSU students with 10. Those who wish to of Europe. The pial
..~$ .earn one credit through the BSU Office of In Berlin, Bergen, OS
M;'~ ~Cont1nulng Education can do so by signing up In radio broadcast IIr ~'~Llberal Arts BuUdlng Room 150 at the beginning performed In Can
'
~~Of the workshop. Participants seeking credit throughout the U.S.
~will be required to submit a critical paper by Oct. The concert Is part
~ ~26. . ~,1-11: Series. Tickets are
8th Annual Frank Church' <>..,.. ~~' The ceramics workshop Is sponsored by the ~, ,,'!l ~dge~~~~~F.:[',...~ ...... BSU art department and funded by proceeds ---.
Conference on Public Affairs Oct. 2-4 ~from the Volve"'lty's Fesltva! of Ce<amlcs IoF::;~~:%:O~:
at BSU. Tentative Speakers will Include Gaylord \ ~ show. 3704 or the BSU rt
Nelson of the Wilderness Society and former ", For Information, call BSU art professor at 385- Phone Book number
Colorado Gov.Richard Lamm, Call 385-3776. 3205
1
',' . I, " .r :v::::.::
Programming and Faculty-in- ,... ,;,. David S. Taylor. '
Residence Programs,j r Affairs. has schedul
OCt.2 \. .,. fall which touch •
Eldon Edmundson with Drugs and Alcohol 9 p.m. 'Ji maintaining the ove
at Morrison Hall. For more information. call " on campus. You385-1678. teleconferences
Oct. 4 colleagues. You ar
Michael Guerin with "Reading Compared to Fly lunch or snack Iten
Fishing," 8 p.m. at Morrison Hall Info: 385-3974. The event Is on FrldOct. 9 p.m. at the SimI
"Sex Anyone?" with Planned Parenthood. 8 p.m. Technology Center--:
at Driscoll Hall. Please phone 345-0760 for more The first program vInformation. to Racial HarassmeI
HomecomingActivities
or "Going on a Bear Hunt" Oct. 1-6, 1990
Alumni Reunion OCt.6
3 p.m. At The Grove. downtown.
Homecoming Parade Oct. 6
down Main Street at 4 p.m.
BSU Football Homecoming Game Oct. 6
BSUvs. Montana at Bronco Stadium.
John Kay and Steppenwolf in
ConcertOct. 2
Morrison Center at 7:30 p.m, Tickets are $14.50
at Select-a-Seat. .
~.Jo1f. ,"...,J'.' ,.,'f.. ','\~ .'~ °\oo,t:·
AnneMurray inConcertOct. 3
At 8 p.m. In the BSU Pavilion you can enjoy an
Evening With Anne Murray as she sings hits old
and new including "You Needed Me". "Danny's
Song". "Shadows In the Moonllght" and her first
___ number one hit. "Snowbird."
Murray has won four Grammys, three Country
Music Association trophies, three American
Music Awards. 28 Juno Canadian Music
Industry awards and released 11 gold. 1
platinum. 1 double-platinum and 2 triple
platinum albums. All together she has sold
more than 20 mlll10n records. Tickets are $16
through Select-a-Seat.
Speed.-the-Plow Oct. 3-6 & 10-13
The BSU Theatre Arts Department wUlopen
their 1990-1991 season with Speed-the-Plow.
the provocative work about the dark side of
Hollywood by acclaimed playwright David
Mamet. (Youmay have heard of this play when,
In Its Broadway run. singer /blll1onalre
Madonna played one of the three roles.)
The playw1l1 be presented with the student-
written one-act Summer by Trey Olmesdahl.
Speed-the·Plow will be presented at 8 p.m. In
Stage II of the Morrison Center. Tickets are $6
general admlsslon, $4 seniors and students, and
free to BSU faculty, staff and students at Select-
a-Seat.
For Infonnatlon, call the BSU Theatre Arts
Department at 385-3957.
Bronco Boogie Dance with
MoondogOct. 5 at 9 p.m.
___ A Up sync contest wUl surely be Included.
HemingwayWestern Studies Center. Admission:
$2.50 per avallable from Select-a-Sheet.
SPBDouble Feature at the SPEC
Oct. 5
As part of the Homecoming FestivIties. the
Student Programming Board wUl present these
highly acclaImed Baseball-themed films:
Eight Men Out at 7 p.m. and Field of Dreams at
9 p.m.
Progressive Dinner and Auction
Oct. 5
The FrIends of the Garden are sponsoring the
4th annual progressive dinner and auction to
benefit the spec1al heritage garden at the Idaho
Botanical Garden at 6:30 p.m. The evening
begins with cocktails and auction at Eagles
Perch, the home of Gerald and Kathy Herrick.
Dinner will follow at the Homes of the Twelve
Hospitable Bo1seans.
Members of the community are cordially
invited to attend. The cost Is only $60 per
person. Reservations wUlbe taken on a flrst-
come basis by Ramona Higer at 345-1432.
.,
On Stage Ah
Picture Oct. 5
This beautiful and
one time. and one
Morrison Center
----- avallable at Global1
Parental Dil
ExpUcitLangw
.Stage Coach The
season with Edwarc
Who's Afraid oj Vir!
classics written In th
Admission Is $6 ,
seniors and stud.
Arrangements for n
call1ng342-2000. C'
Playhouse 2000, 20l
: Helpsack H~
Idahoans need yl
canned food donatll
parade and game.
the route of the pam
gate. Tax deductl
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~~~ What's Your Major?'! ~ ~~):
Have you decided on a major course 01 study
yet? If not, come Into the Career PlannIng and
Placement OffIce In the AdmInIstration
BulldIng, room 123 and sign up for a workshop.
Learn how to decide which major or career Is
best for you. The workshop Is betng offered
twice, once on Tuesday, Oct. 9 from 9:30 a.m.-
11:30 a.m, and agaln on Monday, Oct. 22 from 7
p.m.-9 p.m. For more Information, call 385-
1747.
no Quartet Concert
returned from a concert tour
arusts gave six performances
)slo and London, as well as a
In Oslo. They have also
mada, the Far East and
rt of the BSU Faculty ArtIsts
re avallable at the door and
ie, flrst-selVed basts, Cost Is
on. $2 senior citizens and free
ll'and all students.
atton, call Parkinson at 385-
music department's Talking
er at 888-4043 code 5906 in
ode 5906 In Canyon County.
de Beverages..." oct.5
. VIce-PresIdent for Student
uled two teleconferences this
on subjects Important to
Iverall qualIty of student life
1 are Invited to vIew these
with other UnIversity
are welcome to bring a sack
ems or Hunt's® Snack Pack.
Iday, Oct. 5 from 11 a.m. to 1
nplot/Micron Instructional
'--Room 210.
I wlll be: "Campus Responses
lent and Intimidation."
The Motionlaska:
d engagIng film wUl be shown
Ie time only, at 7:30 In the
Main Hall. Tickets are
ITravel for $3.
er Oct. 6
your support. Bring your
tIon to the BSU Homecoming
. They wUl be collected along
rade and at each stadium entry
:tIble financial contributions
the Stadium. Please help.
Student Night Oct. 11
American Society of Women Accountants will be
holding their annual Student Night Oct. 11 at the
Owyhee Plaza beginning at 5:30 p.m. See you
there!
Eight Men Out Oct. 7
John Sayles directs thts reenactment of the true
story behind the scandal that rocked the
nattton. SPB sponsored film series. '7 p.m, in
the SPEC. Ticket' prices are $3 general
admission, $2 BSU faculty, staff and alumni and
$1 BSU students.
Celebrating Children & Families
Oct. 26-27
The National Parenting 'Instructors Network
w1ll be holdIng their annual convention in the
beautiful new convention centre, Boise Centre
On 1lte Grove, located in the heart of downtown
Boise. It is easily accessible to the public transit
system, downtown shopping and sight-seeing in
Idaho's capitol city.
Keynote speakers will include "very well
known nationally" and award winning author
Adel Faber, M.ED. whose work with nursery
schools, teenagers, teachers and parents was
documented for a televtslon series on CBS, and
Dr. Blossom Turk, Ed.D. who Is "locally very
well known" and has been a teacher, counselor
and is currently prinCiple of Boise High School.
Registration (prior to Oct. 15): Saturday only,
$30, Friday and Saturday, $45, Lunch with
discussIon, FrIday add $5, Keynote dInner,
frIday, add $10. Mter Oct. 15, add $15 per
regIstration. (All regIstration fees are non-
refundable.) For Continuing Education Credit
call Joan Schranun at 343-0539.
For more convention Information, call Kris
Richards, Convention Coordinator, at 376-6473.
Strike UpThe Alumni Band! Oct. 6
Boise State UniversIty alumni are urged to ge
in tune and join the AlumnI Band for a parad
and performance during the Homecomin
football game vs. the University of Montana 0
Saturday, October 6.
The band, under the dtrectton of BSU must
professor Marcellus Brown, w1ll play pep ban
favorites, pop and jazz tunes, marches and, (
course, BSU's fight song "Orange and Blue." Las
year more than 50 musicians had "a tremendou
time" vrstttng, making new friends an,
performing with the band, Brown said,
On October 6, registration and a reception for
band members begins at 11:30 a.m. in the
Morrison Center C-125. A rehearsal follows at
12:30 p.m. In B-125. At 3 p.m., members of the
Alumni Band w1ll ride the Boise Tour Train to
the alumni gathering in The Grove downtown,
then climb aboard the tour train at 4 p.m. for the
parade to Julia Davis Park. At 6 p.rn., the band
w1ll get In place at Bronco Stadium near the end
zone. A post-game pizza party Is planned at 9:30p.m. All Accounting Major Assembly
Cost for the day's band activities is $10 per OCt. 10
id of eight hands and two alumni, $5 for spouses. To register, call John ~ary ScholfIeld, the Controller from Hewlett ---
the American Piano Quartet Baldwin of the BSU music department at 385- Packard will speak. You can leatn about the
n Center Recital Hall at 7:30 1955 or 385-1685. Accounting Profession, the 5-Year Plan,
ncert Is sponsored by the BSU Accounting Accredttatton. Masters in Taxation,
ce t nnial G b 1 ti
_1 and Internal AudIt Target School.
mststs of four pianists D e reen e t Fes ,VAl Oct. 6 Please invite your parents or spouse. This an
; composed and arranged The Greenbelt Apprectatton Day, an annual Informative meeting about the accounting
pianoa/eight hands. Works event for the Boise Park System, has a new and profession and the Accounting program at BSU.
nelude "Fantasy on Themes exciting layout. KeepIng some of the old Refreshments will be served. Hemingway Center
re Ride of the Valkyrles" and favorites and bringing in some new and exciting from 1:40-2:30 p.m,
Forever." ideas all to celebrate the Centennial and the
, the group are BSU plano Greenbelt. Boise City Celebrations and Boise
irktnson and BYU faculty Cascade Corporation have jotned with Boise
11leI, Jeffrey Shumway and Park System for a festival not to be missed.
Among the different food booths avallable, wlll
be the Bhakti Yoga Center which w1ll be serving
purt, k!chrI pakora and peanut burf. Bring the
family, eat and enjoy yourselves. 'Call Boise
Park System for more information: 384-4486.
An Evening of Classical Sounds Oct.
7
Enjoy an evening of classical sounds created by
"Trio Ell1ott-Curtis-Hsu" at 4 p.m. in the
Morrison Center Recital Hall. Trio members are
mezzo-soprano CatherIne Elllott and pIanIst
Madeleine Hsu of BSU and Lawrence CurtIs,
chaIrman of the College of Southern Idaho
music department, who w1ll perform on clarinet
and saxophone.
The program Includes works by Granados,
Schumann, Spohr, Mllhaud and Poulenc.
The concert is part of the BSU music
department's Guest ArtIst Series. Tickets are
available at the door and sold on a first-come,
first-served basis. Cost Is $4 general admission,
$2 senior citizens and free to BSU faculty, staff
and all students.
For more information, call the BSU music
department at 385-3980.
"Ansel Adams of Ecuador" through
Oct. 28
The photographs of Hector Morlina Usbeck
wlll be featured in a month-long exhibit from 7
Harvest Jazz and Food Festival Oct. 7 ~~-11 p.m. at the Union Street Cafe at the BSU
_ At 1p.m. on the Simplot Estate, there w1ll be a_ "M~quicuna (Our Hands)" i db h _ ..,.
benefit for the American Festival Ballet. George Idaho-Ecuador Partners of st~po=r~ y t e ::'::';:
Thomason and Gentle Jazz w1ll be there to organization that facilitates e cult~r~~s'a~~ .~
perform as well as the BSU Jazz Ensemble, Doug educational exchanges between the US and
McClure and the FrancIscan Chamber Players countries In Latin America and the Caribb
and storyteller Jan Booe. Tickets are $8 adults The exhibit is an essay on the archaeo::a~~al
at Select-a-seat. site of Cochasquiin Ecuador. The show consists
of 83 black and white photographs and wlll be
,exhibited throughout Idaho through AprIl 1991.
A reception w1Il be held from 6-8 p.m. Oct. 5
The exhibit is also sponsored by BSU Student
Union and Activities and the Central BaIik of
Ecuador. For more information, call Sandra
Burr at 342-7487 in Boise, or the Idaho Partners
Office In Moscow at 885-8984.
iscretionl Advise
e Oct. 5&6
eatre continues their new
rrd Albee's deservedly-lauded
'irginia Woo!/?, one of the few
the '60s.
) general admission and $5 Field qfDreams Oct. 8
dents with valid ID card. SPB sponsored rum series. 7 p.m. In the SPEC.
reselVations can be made by This fairy tale starring Kevin Costner you've
,Curtain time Is 8:15 p.m. at probably already seen on 1V but what the hey ...
.000 Kootenai. It's homecomIngl Ticket prices are as follows:
-4 $3 general admission, $2 BSU faculty, staff and
"..j alumni and $1 asu students.
wen, of course. you're invited! Oct. 9
The Honors Art-Gallery Reception w1Ilbe held
on the fourth floor of the library at 6 p.m.
featuring works by: Beck! Lee Timson, Jim
paxton, Peggy Shaul, LewIs M. Eslick, David
Babb.
....L.._ .. , .,'
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The University News
BSU PRESENTS'SPEED-THE-PLOW AND 'SUMMER
LEMONHEADS LOVEY WORTH A LISTEN
Speed-the-Plow is playwright Iywood. The characters are
David Mamet's hate-letter I ruthless, greedy, sly-your 00-
homage to the business of Hol- sic Hollywod producer person.
Music Review
By David Lentz
The University News
unique and refreshing talent of be-
ing able to monumentally change
their sound over and over again,
and sound good the whole time.
Lemonheads change their sound on
some of these songs more than most
bands would on a whole album.
When your outfit is a guitar, a voice,
a bass and a drum kit, you can really
disguise yourself by changing your
guitar and drums. You can be a
rocker and lhen play clean and pretty
and then plug into a wah pedal and
play a fastbea1and then play a dirge
in half-time and all kinds of stuff
and, if you're really good, you can
do all of this over and over and
switch back and forth and still not
be incoherent and alienating.
Lemonheads can.
You gona call them punk, ifnoth-
ing else for the way they jump all
around the musical spectrum.
That'd annoy and confuse anyone
from any other pigeonhole too
much. Sojustcallthempunk. Odds
are they've been called worse after
what they did to "Luka" a few years
ago. So Lemonheads are punk, and
Lovey is a dam good album.
Lemonheads are fickle, and they
like guitars. This band has the.~--------------------,
••••,I
'.I
I
I
I
I
I
I 1033Broadway
I parking behindbuildingL ~
BRING THIS AD
IN FOR $2.00
OFF ANY
BICYCLE HELMET
PRICESSTART AT
$32.95.
SPORTSEXCHRNGE
. Mamet introduces three char-
acters who inhabit this world.
Gould, the producer played by
._ Rod Ceballos
AndKaren,a
temporary
Kelly Girl-
type who
finds herself
caught up
in the world of games and power
plays.
BSU Department of Theatre
Arts will open their 1990-1991
season with this relatively new
play with professional ac-,
tors in the role .
The play will bepre-
sented with the stu-
Take, for instance, "Year of the sound like the Ramones, and then
Cat" The country flavored intro an incredibly abrupt end, and be-
soon disa~ under a fat, dis- fore you are sure if "Year of the
toned mess of guitar. The chorus Cat" ISreally over, you're listening
consistsofleadvocalistEvanDando to a country-blues 6/8 dirge about
Lemonheads change their sound on
some of these songs more than most
bands would on a whole album.
singing the word "clinical"' over
and over. The part's anything but
catchy and charismatic, but then it
goes into another cool part, and
then a part where they bold one
chord for about 12 measures and
Jesus called "Ride With Me."
Lovey justifies the compact disc
- something you can listen to an
infinite number of times and it will
always sound clear enough that
you'll hear every last bit of music
SlOOOFF
Any Cake or Pie
Good only >1Jocodon(I) UsIcd. One coupon pet viIIL No! BOOd willi :my
otbct offer, \bidwbcrc prohIbllcd or IUIrIcted by bw.II
ONLY AT 1079 BROADWAY
Cl1989 IlosIdn·RobbIns Inc. 0ftCr c:xpIrcs: 10-15-90
dent-written orie-aetSummer by
Trey Olmesdahl.
Speed-the-Plow will be pre-
sented Oct 3-6 & 10-13 at 8
p.m, in Stage II of the
Morrison Center.
Tickets are $6 general
admission, $4 se-
niors and stu-
dents, and free to
BSU faculty,
staff and stu-
dents at Select-
a-Seat.
Forinforma-
lion, call the
BSU The-
atre Arts
Depart-
ment at
3 8 5 -
3957.
and sound. With more and more
bands putting out so many records
that are at least as predictable as an
episode of the Bmdy Bunch, I've
personally found it amazing that
people don't care if their record rots
away into oblivion halfway through
side 2 (right before the second to-
ken sensitive song), Listen to it
now and listen to It later, Lovey, is
the disc that keeps on giving.
PARK
COIN LAUNDRY
1512 N.13TH
HYDE PARK
18 stondard GEWashers
II large Dryers
fIJ§
1-251band 1-501b
Heavy duty washer.
CAR VAC AV AlLABLEI
fR.EE PARKING IN BACK
II UNPLANNl=DPREGNANCY?Idaho Youth Ranch
ADOPTION
SERVICES
Free Counseling
Choice of Adoptive Parents
342-6805
1416 W. Franklin Street. Boise
AI MMoII c:onIldenlIII
The cab light breaks for William Wordsworth
the midnight darkness
as I push the door I sit in thought,
in my reluctant retreat. . back against brick.
I turn to whisper love Boisterous blur,
for the eleventeenth time. midday traffic pumps
But the electricity draws its music through my veins,
.~ me once again, and eye . disonant, discordant
"
clings to eye~ finger-tip to . with memories-a past .,,:::: .. .~.
arm shoulder nape, ; far from this
flaming strands window-framed )' carbonous stew.
in green, a trace of you
holding me The avenue's straight blackness .,
for one more night, : stretches like my fingers
until I embrace from an afternoon nap; ,
you once again, trees of glass and steel,
and contact makes contact. , reaching for a beam of light,
Our electricity, ' cast hard shadows on the cinder-block-
our junction, our union, ':' hard against soft to twist
becomes the one, the touch, ' : my anxiety to apathy.
caress and communion ...
of the many. And We, ' Cracks cross ,
Divine yet un-Divine, ' ' : the surging pavement,
are the push, pull and thrust , :Abrasive asphalt-
of life, hard against the fabric , ;caustic, stifling smog-
which strains between passions. ".~I breathe deep- ~
To expire without ' : indifferent, alive.
and expend within affirms : I look
the absunderful cosmic jig. ' for a particle of me
in this concrete .
.~~-
I look for the signature of God <
in this brick.
_. -- -- _.
•
! ! .
\ These poems were created by William Burns, a student at Boise State University. Hyou are a student and have original .
: 'works such as photos, poetry, drawings, short stories or any other art fomwhich you'd like published submit them to Lisa
Day Carroll at the University New, 1910University Drive 83725.
.~
AN UPDATE FOR',
ROMANTICISM
-
WITHOUT HER MEAN GLASSES [
.~aj~ 14'October I, 1990
Burkett backs BSU
tionmenL "Balance in the house
between parties is important," he
said. Burkelt also claimed that there
is room for improvement with re-
spect to funding for the Ans; stating
that Idaho ranks 48th in the nation
in terms of money spent in this area.
The Senator also made note of the
fact that he relies on BSU interns to
help run his office--he is only bud-
geted $200 a year to pay office
expenses. In the past, he said that
student interns such as Naomie
Dobbs have been "extremely help-
ful" and he is currently seeking in-
terns and volunteers to help with
~~~t~~t~~",,~~,:{~t{,~~~t;'{;.~~~:{~"~l
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By Tom Farley
The University News
Another issue related to Boise
State Burkett has pursued is in-
creased salaries for BSU profes-
sors, "one of many steps tobe taken"
that will help make Boise State
competitive. Bwtelt promised to.
focus on taking stepS to augment
BSU's library materials and lab fa-
cilities should he be re-elected in
November.
He made note of the fact that
80% of the jobs in Idaho are created
by small businesses. In the last
legislative session, Senator Burkett
created a small business caucus to
create "support for our economy
also stated that he had sponsored
conflict of interest legislation that
would mandate financial disclosure
statements for candidates seeking
office
"I find it encouraging to talk to
young democrats," said Senator
Burkett, "I'm glad to be on the
democratic side." Referring to Jim
Rich's exclusion of Larry Jackson
from office, Burkett said, "Gov-
ernment needs to bring people to-
gether--not separate them."
There was only one Democrat in
the State Legislature six years ago.
In the 1982 election the Democrats
Q
On Friday, September 21, State
Senator Mike Bwtett spoke at the
SPEC Center to the Boise State
Student Democrats. Senator
Bwtett, who represents Idaho Dis-
bict 21, is running for re-election to
the State Senate. Citing his voting
. record, Burkett stated that in the last
legislative session he had been in-
strumental in securing equity
funding for BSU, calling it "a real
positive thing for Boise State's bud-
get; making it much closer to the
Nlme
Address
Cily _
Sllle Zip _
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Bringing it all
home ...
BSU Vietnam veteran
returns for bride
By Tom Farley
The University News
Jim Mahan had been friends with
Sun Dam for two years before he
learned that Sun's sister in Vietnam
needed money. Mahan was glad to
help and eventually he and 36-year-
old Cuc Dam began to correspond.
"Things went well," said Mahan,
"and last June I went back to pay her
a visit" Mahan works as a recre-
ation therapistat the Veteran's hos-
pital in Boise and he's been saving
money and filing papers to bring
Cuc and her three children to the
States. The two intend to marry.
When Mahan returned to Viet-
nam to see his new bride he didn't
know what to expect, "As a Viet-
nam Vet there was some thought in
my mind/would I be accepted?" he
said, "would there be a problem?"
Yet flying into Ho Chi Menh City,
he saw the familiar rice patties and
thatch huts and was immediately
filled with the feeling of "coming
home." .
Mahan had last been in Vietnam
as amarine in 1969--000 year after
graduating from Council High
School. Though he only served for
four months, he saw combat in the
Tet Offensive and was wounded.
"Four months doesn't seem like
much," Mahan reflects, "but to me
it was a lifetime."
The Vietnam Mahan saw last
June was very much a poor country .
Since Perestroika, however,
younger communists are more re-
ceptive to "opening doors." Many
industrialized countries such as
France and Germany are beginning
to invest in Vietnam. "Churches
were open," says Mahan, "and there
was some private ownership. Ithas
a market for consumer goods."
Much to his swpnse, Jim Mahan
found himself welcome when his
taxi pulled up tohis fiance's hotel.
"It was like being a celebrity," he
said. "I was met by a least two
hundred smiling people." Mahan
spent most of the bip with his new
brideandherchildren. Mahanplans
to bring his new family to the states
in January. "She's a registered
nurse," he said, "and she wants to
work in America. "
People on the street were cold to
him at fIrSt, thinking he was Rus-
sian, but when they learned he was
American, "everyone smiled."
"They remember Americans as
wanting to help," said Mahan. "The
Vietnamese are very, very open nice
people. They're also rebuilding their
country with hammersandchisles."
Looking back, Mahan said that
he would like to see the United
States normalize relations with
Vietnam and resolve theP.O.W and
M.I.A. situation. "Let's bring the
bodies back home," he said. "When
I was there back in '69, the Viet-
namese were more important to me
than my own life. I want to finish
helping those people."
.,
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BSU nurses provide IWebioodfor local hospitals
By Holly Capps
The University News
shortage is multi-faceted.
"Some of the causes are increased
acuity of the patients resulting in an
increased nurse/patient ratio," said
Gibson.
Pam Bromley, Vice President of
Patient Care Services at St.
Alphonsus Regional Medical Cen-
terstated the nursing shortage pr0b-
lem is "more so this year than any of
the last five years ... there is a 9.5
percent vacancy rate which is up
from a 3 to4 percent vacancy rate in
the past We have a very low turn-
overrate. Most of the vacancies are
due to new positions created to
provide the patients the care that we
want to provide."
She also in~cate(tthe ;owJng
Imagine what it would be like to
be in a hospital where there were
not enough nurses to take care of
the patients. Hospitals are depen-
dent on the care and expertise of
nurses. Nurses are one of the ~-
est groups of health care providers
in the nation.
Yet there is a significant short-
age of nurses across the country.
There are several factors con-
tributing to the nursing shortage.
Jody Gibson, Nurse Recruiter at St,
Luke's Regional Medical Center in
Boise, said the cause of the nursing
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population of Boise has had an ef-
feet on the nursing demand/supply.
According to Hospital Topics,
other factors contributing to the
shortage are the changes in medical
practice such as an increase in the
number of invasive surgical proce-
dures being done. (i.e. coronary
artery bypass and organ transplants)
This has increased the need for
patient space in intensive care units
and for the nurses to care for these
types of patients. These patients
require more care, often one nurse
to one patient for part of their
hospitilization.
Hospital Topics said another
problem supporting the shortage is
the" ... growing use and complexity
of medical technology and the ris-
ing numbers of severely illhospi-
ized patients, the nursing leader-
ship has strongly advocated the need
for a better educated work force to
provide adequate patient care. "
St. Luke's and St, Alphonsus
hospitalsoffernursing scholarships
to students as well as tuition reim-
bursement programs for their em-
ployees.
Gibson of St, Luke's explained a
program designed for nursing stu-
dents who are interested in hospital
work.
"The Summer Nurse Extern
Program, here, is an education fo-
cused program, not just a paid po-
sition," said Gibson. "It gives the
nursing student clinical exposure."
St. Luke's also offers an educa-
tion stipened for selected nursing
students who are in their lastsemes-
tee with a commitment to work at
St, Luke's for one year following
graduation.
Bomley of St, Alphonsus spoke
of a program for nursing students
called "Casual Employer PRN".
The program allows students in <:
nursing to work as nursing assis-
tants.
The nursing program at BSU
graduated 77 nurses from two pro-
grams in registered nursing in 1989-
90.
BSU offers two degrees in reg-
istered nursing. The bachelor of
science (BSN) degree program re-
quires four years of study, whereas
the associate degree program has a
two year academic requirement
--:-: -
ii~G~
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Last year we made over 14,000 students
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TheAT&T Collegiate Investment Challenge Is produced and managed by Wall Street Games.lnc_. 40 Grove Street. Wellesley. MA 02181.
Enter this year's competition'
and you'll become a WaJl Street
tycoon, buying and selling stocks
with your own '500,000 broker-
age account. If you're the best
trader at the end of this national
stock market competition. you'll
be cashing a check for a very
real $25,OOO!
Real Trading
There is no better way to get
hands-on stock market experi-
ence. You're on the phone, call-
ing your broker on a toll-free
AT&T800 Service llne to
buy and sell stocks. "Give me
'100.000 worth of SARALEE
and another S50.000 worth of
AT&T."You start with a fictitious
S500.000 brokerage account.
Cash Scholarship Awanls
111••••••••••••••••••••• $25,000
2nd 10.000
3111 7.500
4111 5,000
5lb 4.000
6111 3.000
7111 2,500
8th 2.000
9th 1.500
10th•••••••...••••••••...• 1.000
Win a trip lor you and a guest compllmenll
oflhe HolldllY Inn Lucaya Beach Resort In
Freeport, Grand Bahama. Bahamas and the
Bahamll Ministry of Tourlan.
Build your portfolio from over
5,000 stocks listed on the arc,
New York. and American Stock
Exchanges. Brokers will give you
up-to-the-second quotes and exe-
cute your orders. Monthly state-
ments will keep you informed
of your fortunes.
Real Prizes
Over $200.000 in total prizes
will be awarded! This includes
cash scholarship awards, trips
to the Bahamas. and hundreds
of monthly prizes from Cham-
pion USA.More than 1,000 win-
ners in all. You can win-a cash
scholarship award of '25,000.
Imagine cashing that check! 1bp
winners receive weekly national
recognition from USATODAY.
You can follow the current
standings of the AT&T Colle-
giate Investment Challenge
every Monday during the
competition in the "MONEY"
section of USATODAY.
Enter and Win
The Third Annual AT&T
Collegiate Investment Chal-
lenge begins the morning of
November 1, 1990 and ends on
February 28. 1991.Your trading
can lead to fame, a great Bahamas
tan, and a '25.000 fortune. Call
now to enter or to get your
free brochure.
Registration deadline:
October 27, 1990.
Entry fee only
$49.95
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BSU Volleyball splits two games
Cru~l1esWeber State, but falls to E~stern Wash.
by Wendi McCutchen
The University News
Last Thursday evening BSU
volleyball fans were treated to an-
other winning night as Pharmer's'
Phanatics won in three straight
matches over Weber State 15-11,
15-7,15-9. That makes 9 straight
matches in a row.
Regardless of the wins there
were negatives that night Our
women were not playing with the
concentration we have seen in the
last couple of weeks. Defensively,
f,.. play was good but in volleyball, if
you don't have the offensive game
going you can't score points. There
were severe errors by our usually
close to impeccable team.
In the third game there was
great passing involved and at times
• the hustle and determination that
we have grown accustomed to was
seen. Several of our ladies dove for
digs and saves, and displayed sev-
eral football tactics. Yvette Ybarra
and sophomore outside hitter Tina
Harris barreled through the side-
lines smashing with full force into
the crowd filled bleachers.
The last game went back and
' .. forth with the Weber State Wildcats
trying everything to get on track.
,t'
Mter scoring points the " Grape
Apes .. would huddle up on the
court and Weber States' #15 exen
performed a little "sack" dance for
the slightly amused crowd. When
Weber State wasn't huddling or
dancing, they were calling time-
outs.
Although, we like to see the
wins, it was apparent that the
Broncos hardly played with their
full capabilities, playing just a little
over the level of their opponents. In
truth, at times it was like watching
an old Laurel and ~y flick as
fluke shots were made often at the
amazement of the Bronco women.
Shaking their heads and laughing at
their own clumsy antics the Bron-
cos still pulled off the third victory
of the conference season.
Unfortunately our Bronco
steam engine lost a little of its mo-
mentum as last years Big Sky Con-
ference champs came to town on
Friday evening. The Broncos and
Eastern Washington's Eagles
showed all those present a real in-
tense" bold on to the edge of your
seats" game. The first match going
back and forth and ending with a
BSUwin 15-11.
The second game, like the
Continued belaw photo
Christine Johnson goes for a kill against Eastern Wa.
~
VoUeybatl from above ' the Broncos committing errors but
getting fired up and ready to roll (
literally). Bond made many sacri-
ficial moves as she rolled and dove
allover thecourL The outcome was
a 15-8 BSU win.
Going into the fourth match,
EWUwas very hot and even though
our women were ahead 2 games to
1, the stress showed! The team
looked frazzled running rough
without any smooth flow or transi-
tion apparenL The team showed
fmlt, went back and forth with the
crowd going crazy. Karl Greenwald
played with great Bronco determi-
nation despite the pain of a knee
injury acquired prior to the nights
game. Coach Pbarmer displayed
some stress which is seldom seen as
,,.. Eastern Washington won this one
15-8.
TI.tecrowd was on edge in the
'ginning of the third match with
Johnson shuffles home life
with volleyball and track
by Matt Fritsch'
The University News
To be a student athlete is a
full time job. To be a married
student athlete is nearly unheard of.
Yet, on this non-traditional campus
it hardly seems out of the ordinary
that BSU senior Christine Johnson,
a starting middle blocker on the
volleyball team and high jumper on
the track team, is married. But such
is the case. Since July 29,1989,
Johnson has been married to her
husband Richard.
"The right guy came along
and we saw no reason not to get
married," Johnson said when asked
why sbedecided to get married while
still in school.
In addition to befng mamed
Johnson is an honor student major-
ing in criminal justice. Last year
she was named to the All Big Sky
Academic team.
Academic team.
Time management is the key
to success contends Johnson. "I
can't procrastinate and waste time."
A typical day for Johnson
starts by crawling outofbed before
the roosters at 6:30 in the morning
and studying till classes start at
nine. Mter three hours of classes
its back home for lunch and a little
rest, Practice usually runs from
two till six in the evening.
Early evenings find the
Johnsons together unwinding after
a long day. Prior to a 10 pm bed
time Christine and Richard, who is
also a BSU student, get in some
studying.
"It's a hectic schedule that' .
requires self discipline," Christine
said, "but it's worth it"
this as some hung their heads after
errors were committed. The Eagles
played Bronco style as they hit the
boles on thecourtwith raging power.
The crowd was getting riotous,
screaming chants in unison to get
the team rolling. Coach Pharmer
shouted instructions from the side-
lines, but alas the Eagles won the
game 15-11.
Ybarra fmally broke the ice
with a service ace to make it 10-1.
The ladies came back with the
crowd's help. The team dug in and:
with unrelenting determination set
out for this victory. But it was not
to be had as the Eagles won 15-11.
It was a rough night but our Bron-
cos played valiantly against their
equally aggressive opponents.
With three wins and one loss
the Broncos hit the road ,heading to
Northern Arizona for the fifth game
of the Big Sky Conference on OcL
6. OcL 8, BSU plays Nevada for
another conference game.
The University News
Greg Knight
Sports Editor
One big game
It would be a gross under-
statement to label this week's
football game against the Montana
Grizzlies as pivotal, when in all
probability the outcome could de-
termine not only the fate of the 1990
Broncos, but the future of Skip Hall
at Boise State.
The best case scenario would
be a powerful.Bronco victory. in-
cluded would be an offense capable
of ball control via Chris Thomas'
legs, while quick aerial strikes to
darting Winky White, Chris
Sweeting and Terry Heffner to keep
the Griz confused. To accomplish
this the BSU offensive game plans
must be spiced up.
Defensively, the stingy unit
would crush Montana's attack and
send them back to Missoula as a
pretender rather than conference
leader. In other words, a typical
BSU defensive performance: Five
sacks, three interceptions and two
fumble recoveries by the hard hit-
ting special teams.
Ifmyseifandthe23,OOOother
fans who will be in attendance
Saturday night have their way, the
consequences of a Bronco loss will
never be realized. However, a loss
is a possibility which must be dealt
with.
As a team, the Broncos would
need to evaluate exactly where they
stand concerning the NCAA I-AA
playoffs, because a conference
championship would be out of the
question. Three straight conference
road games follow the Montana
game, and it would take a team with
quite a heart to win all three, and
then return home to down Nevada
and Idaho ..
Skip Hall's status is easier to
determine should the Broncos lose
to Montana, and then go on to falter
the rest of the season. He is gone.
His only salvation would be a
Bronco victory over Idaho.followed
by at least a championship game
appearance in the playoffs. Hall
has babbled on the past two weeks
about playing as a team and coming
together; for his sake it must occur
this Saturday,
Hopefully, the Broncos' sea-
son and Skip Hall's future won't
rely on a strong march to the I-AA
'crown (Ideally, that should be the
,icing on the cake following the Big
Sky Championship and victory over
Idaho). But this is real life. Alumni
and Bronco boosters applyconstanr
pressure on athletic programs to
. win, and until coaches receive some
sort of job security (See SepL 10
issue of The University News ), a
coach's career at an institution of-
ten times depends on an important
mid-season affair. '
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Greg's college football picks ~-
Games of Saturday I Oct. 6
Winner
Boise St. 34
Nevada 31
Eastern Wash. 21
Idaho 35
Montana St. 28
U.C.L.A. 31
Notre Dame 38
U.S.C. 38
Miami 41
Loser
Montana 31
Idaho St. 17
WeberSt. 17
Cal State Chico 13
No. Arizona 21
Arizona 30
Stanford 14
W.S.U. 28
Rorida St. 38
Overall season record 27-9
BSU falls-blows lead; Go bear hunting this week
by Uly Looney
The University News
This weekend , in non-
conference action, the Bronco's fell
short against George Allen's Long
Beach State 4gers. Neither team
dominated the game, as they both
gave up good field position and
missed key opportunities to score.
BSU lost by only one point in a 20-
21 last minute win by Long Beach.
1st quarter: Long Beach
opened the game with a shocking
73 yard touchdown run by junior
Freddie Leslie on an 85 yard drive.
Junior Mike Black converted a 46
yard field goal set up by running
back Chris Thomas and wide reo
ceiver Winky White. With over
seven minutes to go, junior defen-
sive end Todd Gilkey brought down
quarterback Todd Studer for the
first sack of the game. At the end of
the quarter the 49ers led the Bron-
cos 7-3.
2nd quarter: A minute
into the period, Thomas made a one
yard leap into the endzone to bring
the score to 10-7 Boise State. Half
way into the quarter, senior Tim
O'Conner made an interception
and put the Broncos at the Long
Beach 38 yard line. The ball now in
the hands of the 4gers, BSU's Erik
Helgeson made the second quarter-
back sack of the day as he too brought
Studertothegrass. With 56 seconds
left in the half, freshman Calvin
Dotson snappedupa Bronco fumble.
3rd quarter: In a lifeless
third period, the Broncos managed
to stay on top 10-7.
4th quarter: On a 28 yard
reception, senior Winky White
brought the score to 17-7 Boise State.
The 4gers answered with a quick 73
yard pass for a touchdown, narrow-
ing the margin to three with the
score 17-14 BSU. The Broncos
added to their lead with a field goal
by Black and brought the score to
20-14. With 1:52 left in the game,
Long Beach received possession
after the 'Broncos failed to capitalize
on a field goal attempt. Wide re-
ceiver Sean Foster tied up the game
on a reception in the endzone, the
extra point was good putting the
4gers over the top for a win over
Boise State. The final score was
LBSU 21- BSU 20.
Boise State's Kathy Karpel running for victory
by lily Looney
The University News
This week, the Broncos
prepare for what may be their big-
gest test this season. On October
6th, they'll line up against the num-
ber two ranked Montana Grizzlies
in Boise State's 1990 Homecom-
ing contest.
The Montana Grizzlies are
coming off their best season in the
University's history after posting
an 11-3 record and advancing to
the NCAA 1AA semi-fmals.
DonRead, 1989's Big Sky
Coach of the Year, will lead the
Grizzlie's 16 returning starters in a
pro-set offense (2 split backs) with
an emphasis on the passing game.
Their defensive game plan is a 4-3
setup (4 linemen, 3 linebackers,
and 4defensive backs).
The key to Montana's of-
fense, quarterback Grady Bennett,
will be Boise's defensive priority.
"Bennett is 80% of their
offense," coach HaIl stated, "we
will have to put alot of pressure on
him." "He will have to be swarmed
and we also have to concentrate on
making sure their receivers are
covered." Look for Bennett to be
strongest in the first half.
Receiver Mike
Trevanthan brought down three
touchdown passes within the first
half of play in Montana's game vs.
McNeese State, and will bea prime
candidate for touchdown action in
this week's game. Also look for
senior receiver Matt Clark and
sophomore halfback Tony Rice in
the endzone for the Grizzlies.
Montana ranked first in
the Big Sky last season against the
rush, allowing only 43.3 yards per
game. They will look to defend
th8t ranking this year as their top
priority is putting pressure on the
quarterback. The Grizzly defense
has held strong against opposing
offenses this season, allowing
scoring in the first quarter in only
one game.
Montana's defense is
simple but sound in execution.
They play aggressive, hard-nosed
.Kathy Karpel 'out •
runs opponents
by Greg Knight
The University News
Boise State senior, Kathy
Karpel,fmishedfirstin the Montana
State Invitational in Bozeman,
Mont. on Sept. 22, with a time of
17:40. Her victory propelled the
Broncos to a fourth place fmish out
of eight teams.
The women finished behind
Weber State, Ricks and Idaho State.
Other Bronco fmishers in the three
milerace were Sara Herman-18:07
(10th), Jenny Beatty-17th, Laura
Seefeldt-20th, Shannon Hansen-
21st and Tanya Thayc.-z-34th.
Their next meet of the season
is the Stanford Invitational on
Saturday, Sept. 29, in Palo Alto,
Calif.
Men finish
sixth
The Bronco men's cross
country team also competed in the
Montana State Invitational finishing
sixth. Crossing the line ahead of the
Broncos were winner Weber State,
followed by Idaho State, Montana
Athletic Club, Utah State and
Montana State.
Danny Crane's fifth place
fmish was BSU's best. He was
followed by Mark Lacey-28th, Ri-
chard Lee-30th. Sid Sullivan-31st
and Chris Hiatt47th.
The Bronco men have the
weekend of Sept.29·30 off.
defense and the key to the Bronco's
offensive success will rely on a
strong and healthy line. With two
starting offensive tackles injured
last week, the key point will be
health.
"They will have to con-
centrate on protecting our quarter-
back and giving him time to throw,"
Hall said.
On the oiher side of the
coin, Boise's defensive rushing' to- ~ ..
tal in the game against Boston put
them at second in BSU history with
minus 24 yards. They are aggres-
sive, they have their hearts and
minds set on the Big Sky Champi-
onship, but they are playing it smart
and taking it one game at a time.
Virden's 87-yard pass to White was ...
the second longest in BSU history.
Coach Hall believes it will
take a complete ball game in all
areas to capture a victory over the
Grizzlies.
"We will have to execute
well," he said, "play with emotion
and intesity, and it will take aUof us
to win."
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I mCIII.(213)4n·8228 90's- Look like M.e. Hammer" . REWARD LOST DOG. Last
'll~22~:'~~~~~~~BobbyBrown,andtheBlgBoYSI 'Looking for a fraternity, so: Seen on BSU Campus 2 1/2
.. , , All sizes, $7.00-$25.00. 0cl0-1 rorltyorstudentorganlZ8tlon 'year old Yorkshire Terrier, yel·
bar 6th and 7th at Euclid and that would like to earn $500- low andgrey Incolor. IIyou have
University. $1000foraoneweekQn-campus seen please contact Monica at
marketing project. Must be or- 345-4720.
'HOME!fi=OR SALE OR BUS': ganlzed arid ham working. Call 'Earn $13 DonatIng PlaSma
NESSOPPORTUNITIES Cynthia or Jeanine at (800)592- If you haven' donated plasma
RepossessedVA&HUOhomes 2121,ext. 120,', , 'In the last thirty days; you will
available from the povemmer'!t ;. __ , ". ,,' be paid $13 following your
'starling from $1 without credit AVIATION AIR INSTRUCTION donation American Plasma
checkf You repair. Also tax Private pilot written course. 2 Systems'1021 Broadway Ave.
delinquent foreclosures. Call 1- days Includes FAA exam, $225 ,Open Tues., Wed., Fri., sat.
.805-682-7555 ext. H·2151 for guaranteed.Call887·1116Next 9.5 p m 338.0613
repo list In your area. Class Sept. 29 & 30. . "
ARE YOU A TEAM PLAYER: WANTED: New Doners Earn-.__'
Woman's basketball team A Reserve penn It In the NJ- Donating life-saving
manager needed. Startingdate ministrationBuldlng ParkingLot plasma. Presentthis ad and
Oct. 15positiongoesthru March or ·SOC· Parking lot. Please you will be paid $15 following
30. Hours 12:30-3:30 p.m., 6 Call 362-1856. your Initial donation; donate a
daysaweek. Mustbededicated, " • 2nd time the same calender
dependable. Contact Coach RIDE NEEDEO- week arid you will be paid
,DOering385-1797. . I need occasional rides to another $15.
. , , . and from Wood River American PlasmaSystems
MAVERIK·AlIshlfts avalla,ble. Valley.(KetchumlHalley area) 1021 Broadway Ave,' Open
ContaClKathyorJean 344-6131. Will share expenses. 336-1830 Tues., Wed., Fri., Sat.
Extra Currlcuiar Stuci8nt Ac> ' ask for Bryan. 9-5 p.m., 338-0613
tlvltles. Get hlp to live music. MUSIC LESSONS(P1ano and
Join the SPB·concerts commlt- Carl Orff Instruments) for young
, tee and help bring the finest chlldrenbyquarlfledstudent.Call
: musical grouJ)Savailable., 01- 345-1471 evenings and week-
verseStuClentPopulaceneededl end.
Leave message at 385-3665.
1-'
ACROSS
'.,..
',..:: ' ..' .,'r:
, ''. .
-" .'~ . : -, . .
, - .
-~"'" ..._----- ._-
I~ i..f ""'-EARN
'EX1RACA$H
WIllI TIE PUSHOFA ....
r.",
"N .... wIIh appIlcaIIlII bmsflr
VISA, MaI8ICard and ., II8lIonaI
nil ClIds an CIqIIIL And _ .. "
$2 fir lIIICh rapanse. 1'1111 easy.
GIll
1.... 1037 Ext. 75
. --L
FAST FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM
:$I.~, ONE
WEEK.
. Earn up to $1000 In one week
: for your campus organlzatl9n.
Plus a' c:baDc:e at
$SOOOmoreJ
This program worksl
No ~nvestment needed.
.CaIIl-800-932-G528 Ext. 50
'RAISE A THOU$AND
IN A WEEK
The fundralser that's
wortdng on 1800 cam-
puses. Your campus
group can eam up to
$1000 in just one week.
No Investment needed.
Be first on your carJ1)US.
AFREEgiftjustforcalllng.
CaUNow
1·800-765-8472
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~COLLEGEASTROLOGY FOR THE WEEK
OF OCTOBER 1. 1990 BY JOYCE JILLSON
AI~(March21-AprU ~EO(ju!I 21:_~ug. ~?l
19). This week is a wonderful No matter how you slice it, ti me
challenge for you; it brings out just can't be divided satisf'acto-
your best effort in tasks and . rily at the moment. The full
your best behavior in social moon is going to make you feel
situations. This is a good week • as if you'll never get control of
to meet new romantic prospects .. assignments and difficult sub-
You're more diplomatic and less jects, but the trick is to keep
impulsive .than ~sual,. w~ch ..your eye on the ball. Prioritize
workswell inrelationshipswith your assignments, juggle social
authorities. Make appointments I plans to keep best friends
with professors and advisers on happy, and keep your appoint-
Monday. Power plays among ments and promises. People you
W your rivals should be met with. meetnowcanbeoomeveryvalu-
f aloof dignity. Remember that able and inspiring friends. Youn the person you really want to should welcome the chance to .
N impress doesn't want to date a learn about cultures unfamil-
"; ruffian. Get off campus on Sat- iar to you. Bet on yourself to
urday and Sunday if possible. win
TAURUS(April20-May
20). You can make serious
headway -on assignments this
week-and that's really the best
use <i your energy. Seek out
those people who have the
knowledge and experience you
need; a mentor will make a big
difference this term. Use this
full moon week to take stock <i
your assets, in terms of your
skills and contacts. You'll be
quieter and more introspective
than usual despite all the action
around you. For weekend fun,
invite a few people over, or at-
tend an organized event. If you
like to cook, this is a good week
to tryout a recipe on friends.
GEMINI (May 21- June
21). The Libra sunis very lucky
and jolly roevou. With Mars In
'your sign and Jupiter in Leo,
.you're barely able to hold still
through class meetings. This
weekend likely will be perfect
for that getaway you've been
hankering for. OnTuesday, take
a teacher's instructions quite
literally. Mercury joins the sun
and Venus in Libra Friday. This
.is perfect energy for original
work of any kind-art, writing,
music, even aiming for' a per-
sonal best in the sport of your
choice. Don'tfritter away these
wonderful vibes. The world
needs your bright ideas. . _
CANCER(june 22, July
22). Home is where you're hap-
piest during the month <i Libra.
Friendships with understand-
ing women mean a lot to
Cancerians now. You'll want to
do some shopping Monday. On
Tuesday, let a lighthearted
young person confide in you.
It's important to think of others
all week; set a good example and
avoid too much moody intro-
spection. A decision must be
made between old and newasso-
ciations. Close the door on ways
that you've outgrown. and em-
brace the new opportunities that
come with maturity. Youshould:
take the lead in mak.in&party
- arrangements this weekend.
SAGITTARIUS(NOv. 22-
Dec. 21). Enterprising friends
are trying to talk you into joining
in their schemes. If money is
involved, pass. However, this
might be a good time for some
kind of adventure. Take part in
journalistic enterprises or ar-
tistic and theatrical endeavors.
The planetary action in Libra
brings you luck through old
friends, class projects and club
activities. Love is definitely
favOrable for you now, but it
isn't mixing well with money. ~
And there could be some conflict
for those of you with jobs, be-
cause you don't have time for a
social life. Study dates are
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. better than social dates this
22). This is the time for indi- : weekend.
vidual direction to come first; I CAPRICORN(Dec. 22-
don't try to take the lead or to I JanI9). The time ofLibra brings
follow the crowd, You might lout your ambition and reminds
find that other people's changes I you of personal goals. You'll get
affect your life, but this will ; a lot out of upper division
work out very well in the long i classes that relate to your ca-
run AsVenus and Mercury join: reer, perhaps even special at-
the sun in Libra, you'll find - tentionfrom pr<iessors that will
opportunities to add to your give you an edge. In romance,
resources. It's best to channel those who appeal to you are se-
your creativity into practical rious and mature. If you have to
endeavors, including, perhaps, ~ntend with a little jealou,sy,
a little shopping. Those of you , It s ~:>nlyb~ause you look like ~
who are musicians artists or I you re getung all the breaks.
drama types are a';"are that a \ The weekend i~ exceptionally
certain high:-frequency ner- ~armoruous. FrIday 1S best for
vousness makes original work , lighthearted fun On Sat~rday,
uneven Help organize the fun I your love will go along with the
this weekend. On Sunday, you ,-plans you f.lav~_in_~<!._~ ,
learn by teaching. : AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. i Feb. 18). Mteracoupleofyears
23). Your ambition runs strong, of feeling held back or closed
and leadership opportunities in,life is now D;l.0vingalong at a
probably involve an organiza- paceyou.canenJOY. The.press~
tion or partnership matters. The hasn t disappeared but you ve
full moon Thursday spotlights learned to handle it. Recent
love and bonds. This should planetary movements are open-
bring a firming up of existing ing up all kinds of exciting pos-
bonds. Youcan reach an under- sibilities for the future. Get
standing with a roommate that lots of exercise on Monday.
will last through the term. A' W!1tch for a tendepcy to get
weekend excursion, perhaps mixed up ondittJe facts "'PI
going home with a friend, should' Wednesday. Try to get out of
beveryrefreshing. Unexpected town this weekend; you're in-
household expenses on Friday vited somewhere on Thursday,
might1eaveyour roommate short and the planets promise a smooth
of cash. The best bookkeeper trail. Whomever you're dating.
for shared responsibilities this now is lucky for you, sogowhere
term is you. OnSunday, a long- your companion suggest. .'
distance call brings surprising PISCES(Feb. 19-March
news. 20). Help has arrived for those ..
SOORPIO(Oct. 24-Nov. difficulties at home. Tuesday
21). Your friends are lucky to and Wednesday present still,
have you come to their rescue, more romantic opportunities,
as tutor or counselor. Double- such as a Cancerian who asks
check all detail work around your help with a class, or a
the full moon time and be Ias- Scorpio who helps you study for
tidious in attention to a test. The weekend has plenty
classwork,labwork, etc. A new of duties involved, but- the,
love affair might have toweather companionship is so pleasant
a few storms this week; you could you won't mind. Take advantage
get your sensitive feelings hurt of a boost to your physical en-
on Tuesday. On Friday, you ergy by learning about physical
mighttake offense to a joke your fitness and getting a regular
Jove tells in front of friends. program going. Some very spe-
The weekend should be a gentle cial relationships canform with
and pleasant one, with Sunday exercise companions. Quiet
being the best day for making time with the one you love
up with your love. Don't br~ ' Sunday isnourislliIm to the soul.
out do meditate. . .-- -- . 11,....---------------- ..
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THE OUIGMANS by Buddy H'lCkerson
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SINGLE SUCES by Peter KOOIsaat
"The '59 Dom Perlgnon Is an excellent choice,
monsieur. But I regret to Inform monsieur that we
are all out of 'Big Gulp' cups at the present time."
,I.
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NOU1dlie and hide it and sa he
wouldn't do it again. I co:ldn't
IlUsthim. Itcontrolled him just like
a drug addiction."
The addiction escalates, from
soft-core porn to hard-core and fi-
nally to the adult bookstores, says
Greg. The bookstores have booths
in the back, televisions that you put
tokens in. "You pay money to watch
men and women prostitute them-
selves. You go in and watch them
and come out ashamed." '
''The worst thing pornography
does isdiminish your enjoyment of
,..., sex;" says Mike. "I needed more
ideas, more fantasies to reach the
enjoyment level. You can-never
satisfy the hunger. What excited
me yesterday won't excite me to-
morrow, It's a vicious cycle."
He says that desensitization
occurs -what was originally shock-
ing or repulsive becomes accept-
able, commonplace. "Ultimately,
anybody can become a Ted Bundy
by viewing this kind of material.
You just repress it"
"The hardest part for me is the
money and time I've put into it, "
saysGre~. "I've supported pornog-
raphy. I ve supported the prostitu-
tion and the abuse of women and
children. The people that are feed-
ing on women, children and society
aren't going to stop. We have to
choose to stop it"'--
,..
By SHERRY JACOBSON
<:lc<>pyright 1990, USA TO-
DAYfAppie College Informa-
tion Network
WASHINGTON-Despitewide-
spread criticism by environmental
groups, the World Bank gave itself
high marks Sunday for its efforts to
address the environment in devel-
oping countries where it has funded
large-scale projects.
In its first environmental report,
the bank concluded it had made
"considerable progress" in imple-
.. menting environmental safeguards
for such Third World projects as
hydroelectric dam construction and
forestry development
"There has been a considerable
change in the bank in recent years
' ....
I.~
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Security and Parking rolls alOng-
By Matt Fritsch
The University News
The BSU Division of Security
and Parking amassed $311,500 last
year through the sale of parking
permits and collection of parking
violation fines. Parking fines alone
netted $181,500, nearly 26 percent
of the entire budget
The money is used to pay staff
salaries, print permits and signs
and the linin$ of ~g areas.
The division IS self-supporting
and receives no funding through
state legislation nor from student
fees.
"We run a very tight budget to
avoid any deficits or surpluses,"
said Bob Siebolt, director ofParlt-
ing and Security at BSU. In the
event of a surplus, that money is
simk back into the budget'
In the event of a deficit, parking
permits rates go up.
Out of every reserve permit, $28
goes into the general scholarship
fund. Annually, this has amounted
to $20,000. This year, that figure
will rise to $25,760 because addi-
tional reserve parking areas have
been created.
relatingtoenvironmentalconcerns,"
said Kenneth Piddington, director
of the bank's environment depart-
ment, which has grown in recent
years to include 200 employees.
About 10,000 delegates are at-
tending the bank's annual meeting
this week, in Washington.
The World BankandInternational
Monetary Fund are the world's
largest lending agencies for devel-
oping countries. Last year, the bank
issued almost $21 billion in loans.
The donor money comes from de-
veloped countries.
Piddington said the bank intends
to establish a "global environmen-
tal facility" that will dispense $160
million the next three years for
projects to protect the ozone layer.
- .-- -.. y
Scenes like this are popular occurences at BSU. The Security and Par . g
partment receives nearly 26 percent of their revenue from parking fines.
The United Nations will participate
in the venture, he said.
The People's Network for Eco
Development, a group of environ-
mental and human rights organiza-
tions from 60 nations, has accused
the World Bank of destroying natu-
ral resources, widespread pollution
and displacing the poor in devel-
oping countries thatreceive its loans.
World Bank officials conceded
Sunday that some environmental
problems have resulted from
projects funded by the bank. How-
ever, the officials accused the en-
vironmentalists of exaggerating the
problems.
"We've only had a handful of
problems," said Piddington, for-
merly director of conservation in
New Zealand. ''There's been a lot
of false information."
The bank's environmental report
noted that in fiscal 1990, almost
half its 222 loans included "envi-
ronmental components," such as
anti-pollution standards, forestpro-
tection measures and better efforts
to resettle people affected by its
projects.
Inaddition, 11loans, totaling$400
million, were approved for envi-
ronmental projects, Most were
geared to conservation of natural
habitats and tropical forests in M-
rica. Also, about $800 million was
lent for family planning, health and
nutrition projects.
However, bank officials ac-
knowledged that the benefit of the
new policies probably will not be
felt for years, because it usually
takes five to seven years fora project
to be completed in a developing
nation. Also, the bank has no plans
to clean up environmental prob-
lems resulting from previous
projects it funded, Piddington said.
"In the past three to four years, we
have been increasing our environ-
mental standards and we're already
seeing significant changes," said
JeremyJ.
Warford, senior environmental
adviser to the bank. "I don't think it
will take very long to see thechanges
filtering down."
Students consume an inordinate amount of fast food. They are
also being instilled with environmentally conscious behavior. How do you
reconcile these two without getting indigestion?
Looking at McDonald's for an example of what the industry
might be doing; it seems they are devoting six months to a comprehensive
study to figure out how to reduce its 16million pounds of garbage it creates
weekly, at its 11,000 restaurants. .
McDonald's is examining options such as using unbleached
paper products. This is progressive considering that unbleached paper is
not yet available in the U.S. -
Other environmental options they are researching include using
recyclable packaging,· reusable shipping containers and durable silver-
~;<:':?~r':,
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" Mapplethorpe exhibit riles question of obsoonily
By BEN L. KAUFMAN remarks about child pornography. record crowds. Mter joining open- Ifconvicted, Barrie faces a $1 ,000 Prouty It., who -iioted ifult' jUiors
©Copyright 1990, USA TODA YI - Declare a mistrial because such ing-day viewers, grand jurors fine and six months in jail on each need only be registered Hamilton
Apple College Information Network remarks "contaminated" all 50 pro- handed up identical misdemeanor count; CAC could be fined $5,000 County voters and Municipal Court
CINCINNATI - Jury selection spective jurors who heard them. indictments against Barrie and on each count ' has countywide jurisdiction.
in the obscenity trial of the Con- Those issues were resolved to the CAC. Inside the courtroom, defense at- Albanese also rejected defense
temporary Arts Center and its di- prosecution's delight before lunch. - Count 1 charged them with torneys Marc D. Mezibov and H. attorneys'requestformorethanthe
rector for exhibiting photographs When court recessed at 3:45 p.m., using minors in nudity-related ma- Louis Sirkin tried to limit jurors to traditional three peremptory chaI-
by Robert, Mapplethorpe began at~ey~ were half ,!,ay through - terial because two pictures showed city residents, saying they had dif- lenges - in which attorneys need
Monday With four quick setbacks quesuomng the first eight prospec- children with their genitals exposed. ferent community standards than give ~ reason for rejecting a pro-
for the defense. uve Jurors. - Count 2 charged them with suburbanites. specuve juror.
Hamilton County Municipal "Iwish I had a pithy comment," .pandering obscenity because five BecauseCACwasindowntown - If Albanese wouldn't start fresh-v- Judge F. David 1. Albanese refused Dennis Barrie, the center' ~ direc- other photos showed homoerotic or Cincinnati and the court requires with another 50 jurors, the defense
. to: tor, said before trial. "Everyone's sadomasochistic' aspects of jurors to apply contemporary com- said, they wanted him to declare a
-Limit jurors to residents of the nervous when they walk in court, Mapplethorpe's life. munity standards when judging mistrial.
City of Cincinnati. but I feel fine," The seven controversial pictures obscentity, letting suburbanites sit .Again, Albanese said no.
-Grantextrajurorchallenges. The trial arises from the exhibi- were among 175 photographs by in judgement would be wrong, Jury selection was to resume
- Replace the initial panel of 50 tion, Robert Mapplethorpe: The Mapplethorpeintheexhibition. The Mezibovargued. Tuesday.
prospectivejurors with anew group Perfect Moment, which ran from otherpicwres depicted portraits, still Albanese agreed with Assistant
who had not heard the prosecutor's April 7-May 26 at CAC and drew lifes and nudes. Municipal Prosecutor Frank H.
World Bank rises to environmental decline
;~.. '-.
ware and dinnerware. _
McDonald's has ~ecided to forgo on-site incineration of
restaurant wastes. They are still using very large amounts of polysty-
rene for drinking cuf.:!' hamburger boxes and other thermal containers.
McDonald scustomers throw out more than45 millionpounds
of the non-biodegradable material each year. McDonald's claims to
recycle polystyrene containers from 500 of its U.S. stores.
On the local scene ...A series of public meetings to beheld
throughout the state regarding an update on antidegradation activities
and the new Adopt-A-Stream Program. Meetings Will be in Coem
d'Alene, Lewiston, Boise, Twin Falls, Pocatello and Idaho FaDs.
Contact Joan ~id at (208) 334-5860.
.~.
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